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Bringing·· homosexual 
issues to--:the forefront 
Gay Awareness Week :highlights the· challenges. 
By Liz De Rose - . · ing. The biggest problem Jeff faces is trying 
_ Being gay, lesbian or bisexual is not an to tell his fam~ly. His family is from the 
easy lifestyle. It involves telling parents and South, where religion plays a major role and 
friends, and then dealing with their reactions. the attiblde toward gay couples is less accept-
On Monday, April 20, the Bisexual Gay ing than that in the NortheasL 
and Lesbian Alliance (BiGALA) began Gay Dino also had trouble telling his Catholic 
Awareness Week by holding an informal family that he was gay. "Deep down it is 
meeting about the everyday problems faced difficult for my mother to believe she ·has a 
by couples with same sex partners. gay son. We don't talk about it," Dino said. 
Apanelconsistingofthreecouplesknown His mother refuses to·recognize Jeff as 
by first name only, one lesbian, one gay and his partner. This is one of the hardest parts of 
one bisexual, led the conversation by ex- their relationship, because most people want 
plaining th~ir relationships and the problems the support of their families, he said. 
they face.· Dawn, an IC employee, and Mara, a trav-
, · J)ino, a SUNY Binghamton student, and eling lecturer, have been involved in a les-
Jeff, an Ithaca businessman, have been in a bianrelationshipforthreeyearsnow,andsay 
relationship for almost a year. Both 1tad bet- they are committed to each other for the rest 
erosexual-relationships before, and because of their lives. They plan to hold a commit-
of that, they find themselves comparing and ment ceremony next summer. 
contrasting the two types of relationships. Both Dawn and Mara have told their par-
"Gay couples are more equitable. They ents,butreceiveddifferentreactions.Dawn's 
don't have the traditional stereotypes to deal mother did not talk to her for three months 
with.Onepersonisn'trequiredtotakeoutthe after she came out, and her 'father still is 
trash while the other watches television," having trouble accepting that his daughter is 
Dino said. a lesbian. 
Bothsaidsincetherearen'tanyrolemod- Mara's family is generally very support-
els to follow in such a relationship, it can be ive of her relationship with Dawn, although · 
· difficult Dino "came out" one year ago, and one brother still is reluctant to accept iL She 
. ·. · said before he tells anyone about his sexual said it was very important to her that her 
. ·preference, he wants to get to know them family supports her. . 
first . ·- "Without that support, it _would be as if 
This is the first gay relationship for both you were faking your whole life," Mara said. 
Dino and Jeff. which makes it very challeng- See "Awareness," page 4 
Faculty Council 
passes handbook 
A document with an extended history 
. By Chris Lewis 
History is in the making. 
Following seven years ofintense, medita-
tive speculation and debate by Ithaca 
College's Faculty Council Handbook Com-
mittee, the faculty council will present its 
first approved version of the faculty hand-
book to the faculty for a vote. 
The faculty council passed the handbook 
for faculty review Tuesday, April 2, the 
highest-plateau the book has rested on after 
approximately 35 years of embattled yearn-
ing for the 50-page document. 
In explaining what makes the handbook 
so vital, President James J. Whalen said, 
"People want to understand the rules and 
regulations of their job. Thehandbook,albeit 
imperfect, at least lays out the ground rules." 
Although some key issues are still being 
debated, over 500 copies of the handbook 
will be distributed to faculty next week. 
· ''The faculty handbook can protect stu-
dents because it promotes responsible faculty 
and administrative behavior, which allows 
academic freedom to flourish," said Warren 
Schlesinger, faculty council chainnan and 
associate accounting professor. 
"The goat of the faculty handbook is to 
reflect the increased maturity of the college 
by having a document that clearly defines the 
rights and responsibilities of the faculty at 
Ithaca College," Schlesinger said. 
Kim Dunnick, current faculty handbook 
chairman and associate music professor, said 
past committees became lost in administra-
See "History," page 5 
Remaining glitches not a barrier 
By Chris Lewis, 
_ TheEl).g\ish language may nevei;have had 
it so rough, but for good reason. 
Words-being tossed back and forth like a 
chef salad have characterized the heart of the 
faculty council's spirited debate of seven 
years, which culminated Tuesday, April 21, 
with the council passing the faculty hand-
book for a faculty vote. 
"The handbook does not enumerate the 
benefits, but preserves the faculty rights. I 
personally talce exception to some areas in 
the handbook, but on the _whole I enthusias-
tically suppon it," said Warren Schlesinger, 
faculty council chairman and associate ac-
counting professor. 
Despite a few remaining differences, the 
faculty council feels that there is no time like 
the present. 
"The president has given the suppon_to 
the handbook, it's gone under significant 
revision, and this is the time,"· said Kim 
Dunnick,facultyha{ldbookcommitteechair-
man and associate music -professor, moments 
before the council's vote. 
President James J. Whalen said, "A lot of 
the problems with the handbook are over the 
language." 
This concern over language penneated 
the discussions of every issue. 
"There is just a mai.e of difficulties in 
making sp~cific definitions," said John 
Rosenthal, handbookcommitteememberand 
fonner faculty council chairman. 
The "significant revision" stems well be-
yond Dunnick's reign since 1985. The 
handbook's history can be traced back to the 
early 1960s, but previous efforts have inet a 
brick wall. 
Whalen said, "Neither the faculty or ad-
ministration should have too much power. 
An educational institution should allow for a 
little organized chaos." 
See "Pr~" page 5 
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The Ithacan Inquirer 
~Y Canaan Ruben 
"Do you think It is Important to have 
fraternities/sororities on campus?" 
Jennifer Guyer '94 
Rellglous Studies 
"I don't think that it mat-
ters because I've never 
really noticed them on 
campus." 
Philippe Fensie '95 
Computer Science 
"Yes, because they bririg 
unmatched spirit to the 
school." 
Brad Campbell '95 
Musical Theatre 
"No, because it's impor-
tant for people to find out 
what they're like and not 
what group they fit into." 
Lecturer to address concerns about homophobia 
By Susana Matsumoto ·- · He will provide a look at such MacNaught has been featured. 
Cultivating 
a sense of 
self worth 
By Dr. Rosemary Clarke 
Self esteem is the internal ex-
perience of one's preciousness 
and value as a person. Without 
positive self estimation, our view 
of others and the world gets 
skewed. 
So self esteem -the capacity 
to see and experience our per-
sonal worth and value as unique 
human beings- is vital to emo-
tional and physical well being. 
There are four sources of self 
esteem according to Bradshaw in 
The Managemento/SelfEsteem. 
These are visible achievement of 
goals, objectives and expecta-
tions; power and influence over 
events and people imponant to 
us; a c\ear sense .of. being ac-
cepted. valued and cared about as 
a worthwhile person by people 
significant ~d important to us. 
So, here are some tips to en-
hance your self image: 
April 23, 1992 
Counselor's 
. ·. _· Corrie( .. 
·--~~a.1... 
· .. 1n-nl'Att· · 
unique merits. 
't' Set your own goals and move 
towards them in little steps so 
that you can see your accom-
plishments. 
't' Do a self-love inventory. 
Identify what you like about 
yourself. Identify where you 
would like to improve and how. 
Then consciously practice both. 
Blossom outwardly, and you'll 
feel it inwardly as well. 
't' Take your ne:e<fs seriously. 
Claim your right - while re-
specting those of others - to 
choosewhatmakessenseforyou. 
Act for self, without being gran-
diose or arrogant, on behalf of 
the important person that you 
are. Give yourself permission to 
enjoy what life offers! 
Brian McNaught, award-win- concerns as: m·aintaining ties with The program will be sponsored · 
't' Learn to recognize self-abu-
sive, critical and judgemental 
messagesthatcreepintoyourlife. 
Oteckoutthesourcesandwhether 
the negatives are valid. Often 
you've internalized others' ex-
pectation~ or critical comments. · 
Now-whatis it that you've done 
that's so bad? Likely nothing 
merits the negatives, so replace 
them with nurturing messages. 
't' Stay open to giving to others, 
by your best means. Nothing 
creates self esteem like helping 
others. 
:'t'Payattentiontoyourfeelings. 
Don't cover them up. These 
point to the negatives to avoid. 
and the values worth nurturing. 
Count on positive self feelings to 
create and sustain self esteem! 
'Y Pick people to be around who 
are affirming and valuing. 
Choose to not take in remarks 
thatloweryourselfesteem. You 
are· responsible for selecting 
people who are nourishing and 
for being a person like that your-
self! 
ningauthcrandlecturer, will present one's family; building love rela- by BiGALA, Counseling Center, 
aspeechentided"Homophobia:The tionships that last; developing an Diversity Peer Educators, Ithaca 
Toll It Takes On Us All" at 8 p.m. honest relationship with God if re-- Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Task Force, 
in Emerson Suites, April 28. ligious; dealing with AIDS; and Residential Life, Residence Hall 
McNaught's agenda will focus accepting one's self as decent and Association & Hall Councils, Soci-
on growing up gay in a Catholic, worthy of respect ology Department, Student Activi-
mid-western family, sharing his McNaughtwroteOnBeingGay ties Board, Student Affairs and 
experiences in which he had felt -- Thoughts on Family, Faith, and CampusLifeAIDSWorkingGroup, 
"different,"alienated,andhopeless. Love. He also has written a syndi- Student Affairs and Campus Life 
The presentation is directed to- cated column for the gay press for Diversity Awareness Gommittee, 
ward those who want to understand 12 years as well as for the Boston Students Affairs and Campus Life 
more about being gay, whether for Globe, the U.S. Catholic, and the Professional Staff Development 
themselvesortoembracesomeone Advocate. A Conversation With Committee, Student Affairs and 
intheirfarnily,amongtheirfriends BrianMcNaughtonBeingaGay is Campus Life Rape Education 
or co-workers. an educational video in which Committee. 
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1 Try any of our Gourmet Pizzas 1 
't' Begin to see yourself as you 
are - warts and all- and not as 
others define you. Take time to 
be with yourself, to review what 
you'vedonethisday. Avoidcom-
parisons; just discover your own 
Dr. Rosemary Clarice is a coun-
selor at· the Ithaca College 
Couseling Center, 
I STANLEY H .. KAPLAN Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances 
: at the low price of $6.9S (medium) or $8.9S (large). : 
l YOU MUST MENTION THIS AD WHEN ORDERING. I 
Livel instruction! Individualized tutorin ! 
' . , ' ' 
L-----------••-----------------~---~ 
Always· FREE delivery and FREE Pepsi 
with pizza! FREE. delivery on subs and 
wings with a $6.00 minimum order. -
16 oz. PEPSI and DIET PEPSI delivered 
50¢ each. 
... 
WEGLADLY AcrnPf VISA 
AND MASI'FRCARDON-. 
AIL FOOD DEUVERIES! 
Classes for June exams begin 
April 80th for GRE, May. 9th for GMAT, 
Ma 16th' for LSAT. 
Summer classes-run late .June through early August 
ror more information, please call: . _. . ' . 
27_7.33_Q7 . 
Or stop in at our ~W LOCATION, 
. . . _. ~27 W. State St~,Ithaca · 
'. • - ' ' •• • •• • •-,.. • ,. • • • I : .... ,,. -
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Facµl~Y council to deliberate smoking restrictions 
By Sabin~ Rogers . . ' Faculty Council Chairman and also help smokers under the- Jones said, "There isa smok~rin . the college and the reality of shared 
· · Despite ·some opposition from Associate;. Accounting _Professor changed policy "deal with the fact the office next to mine, and the spaceandsharedairwhichprev~ls 
faculty~staff,~~brought Warren Schlesinger said the fac- that they can't get the amount of ventilation brings the smoke into on this campus, as on most," states 
to the_factJ}~ council by-,-Provost ultycouncilhasriot-hada-chanceto cigarettes they need per day," she my-office. Even if the door to the Longin's proposal. 
Tom.Longin.may, if passed, pro- adequatelyaddresstheissueofpass- said. office is closed, the smoke comes Ifpassed,theproposal will only 
hibitsniokinginfacultyofficesand ing such a proposal because the "Thereareportionsofcampusl in. I am a sttong believer in the allowsmokingindesignatedsmok-
waiting roo_ms. c_ouncil has been so busy with the have to hold my breath to walk dangers of secondary smoke." ing areas in the warehouse and au-
The-most significant suggested faculty handbook. through," Jones said. "Operations Emeryopposestheproposal.He tomotive garage lunchrooms, and 
change in the policy, created 15 Schlesinger said he thinks the atthebackofJobHallischoking." said, "If it passes, I'll abide by it. I the designated area of the Snack 
months ago is "the inclusion of all majority of the council will support AccordiqgtoJohnHochheimer, disapprove, but I'll abide." Bar and Terrace dining hall. Desig-
office areas, including private of- the proposal, although infringing associate television/radio profes- Emery, whosmokesapipe,said nated smoking areas in the Tower 
fices, in the smoking prohibition," on the present smoking policy may sor, the present policy states that in he asked a colleague what the mini- club will also allow smoking, ac-
according to Longin 's proposal. upset some faculty members. the Roy H. Parle School of Com- mum number of office hours is that cording to the proposal. 
Longin said that smoking needs ''There is no question the coun- munications, smoking is allowed he is required to keep. He said if the Jones said she would prefer the 
to be prohibited in private offices cil will approve the proposal," said in private offices if the office doors proposal passes, he is "planning to entire campus to be smoke-free. 
because student advising, tutorials HaroldEmery,councilmemberand are closed. spendlesstimeoncampus. There is The alcoves and the areas directly 
and practices occur in them. history professor. '"But in the past three years, this no question the council will ap- outside buildings are particularly 
According to the proposal, According to Schlesinger, quit- has not been the c~," he said, prove, but the Provost knows I will smoke-filled, she said. "Smokers 
'"Given the mounting scientific re- ters programs should be offered by supporting the approval of such a vote no." are endangering themselves and 
searchonthehealthhazardsrelated the college if the proposal is en- proposal. Schlesingersaidthecouncilwill don't have the right to endanger 
to smoking, changing social mores forced. "Thisisanattemppttomake "Personally,havingrulesaround not be able to focus on the issue others," -she said. 
with regard to smoking and the people quit cold turkey," to diminish those irritants [smoke] until it meets May 5. He said there "Violationsofthispolicyshould 
nature of IC as a comprehensive Schlesinger said; would be helpful," said John will probably be a motion to pass be reported to the appropriate su-
educational institution with a spe- Council member and Associate Rosenthal, council member and the non-smoking proposal at this pervisor or office and will be 
cial commibnent to the promotion Psychology Professor Linda Jones mathematics and computer science meeting. handled according to normal col-
of healthful living," changes need said-she-would like to see support professor._ "At _low levels·; it in- "Quite simply, wecannolonger lege procedures regarding policy 
to be made in" the present smoking· services or programs to helppeople duces coughing. Smoke physically distinguish office areas as private, violations," according to the pro-
policy. ' ,- · stopsmoking. Toese·servicescould irritates me a lot." given the educational mission of posal. 
:. '~ -
,, 
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by William Shakespeare 
Magnificent in -its power and passion 
April 21-25,_ 1992 
Clark Theatre 
LIMITED SEATING AVAILABLE! 
Bo?C Office hours: 12-5 p.111-. 
. (Monday - Friday) 
Ticket prices: $3.50-$6.00 
-·For more inf orma.tio~,, call: 
~- .,. ·,, ,., 274-3224'. - - - ,_ 
-- D.illingham C·enter _for the Performing Arts 
', 
"?"~ • ~ • ,.,. nter.a en., , _ 
~--==-= ~-=-- -=----- --~-- - -:_ =-~-=--- -- - ~-... ,..,-~--:-
Graduate with honors. 
. Serve a delicious coldcut plotter from 
C O L D C U T . ,rnff 1&~00 Party Platter 3 DAY5 Nonce 
.,/ Choice of coldcuts (roast beef. corned beef. 
ham, turkey hleosl, pasl!llmi, salami) 
./ Choke of cheeses (American, Swiss, 
piovolone, mozzmeUo, muenster, cheddar) 
./ lettuce, tomoto, onion, mustord, moyo, 
~ion· dressing, breads 11nd rolls -
0
.,/ c~,e~~ipototo"solrid s4so. 
./ Plates, nopkins, utensns per person 
Irving's Deli at your 
Graduation Porty 
fr 272-1 RVS141s7) 
t,.l-.:Jr-.'is lrvino's 
G~?°. .. deli' 
J:09 S. Cayuga • Ithaca, NY 
. . ' 
IRVING, DEUVERS 'TIL I A.M. 
MC & VISA welcome • Free delivery w / $5 order .. 
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Coping with facility and equipment overload 
By Susana Matsumoto up.studentspanic.Hendersonsuggestedstu- When typing a paper. a swdent might 
Now that spring has finally arrived. stu- dents should start researching as soon as have difficulties in uying to find an empty 
dents are finding themselves lost in a bliz7.8J'd possible. computer at Friends lab. As a computer con-
of research papers and final projects, with the This problem is far from limited to the sultant. Leon E~ Phelps Jr •• said during this 
college'sacademicfacilitiesfeelingthebrunt library.lnthelanguagelab.JeremySchanck time of the year. compute.rs-are all being 
of the storm. '93,labassistant.saidduringthistimeofthe used. He said he does what he can do. and 
This time of year. nearly all these facilities year more students are "cracking down" helps as many people as he can. "I'm lucky if 
are scrambling to accomodate the influx of because they realize that there is less time to I ~ sit once or twice during my shift." 
students. bring up a grade. "Towards the end. there are Phelps said. 
Reference librarian John Henderson said, mixed feelings involved." Schanck said. According to Phelps. students feel irri-
although the amount of students coming to "People are just tired of working. but they tat.eel when be cannot answer their questions 
the library picks up after midterms. the usage know that if there is a big last burst of work or when he asks for IDs. Students also com-
of the library at the end of the year increases before leaving, it's almost worth iL" plain about the printout that takes a lot of 
even further. He said the library provides Schank said more people were coming time. Phelps said. His advice to swdents is to 
double coverage on the reference desk, but and asking for copies of the tapes so they be patient and relax. · . 
this cannot serve as a solution to everyone's could do their work at home. He said stu- "We are human too, and we cannot run a 
needs or problems. dents are now doing the review they should hundred miles an hour," Phelps said. The 
Henderson pointed out that procrastina- havedonebefore.Notonlyhastheamountof facilities coordinator at the Roy H. Pmk 
tion as part of college is always a problem. students increased in the Instructional Re- SchoolofCommunications.KathyLangerlan, 
"Sometimes people don't begin until a source Center (]RC), but students are com- said. "It's human nawre to leave everything 
few days before a project is due," Henderson ing in for different reasons. for the last momenL" She said everything 
said. It's hard enough to finish a paper or Jesmca Ford. an assistant in the IRC, said from editing time to use of cameras has been 
project with that kind of time constraints, but at the beginning of the year more people booked. 
the task is made even more difficult if stu- cameforentertainment,ratherthanprojects. Even swdents who pride themselves on 
dents don't have the necessary skills to facili- "Now you can tell when the deadlines are avoiding the library, language lab, IRC and 
tate research. Henderson attributes this prob- because many people come to watch the computer rooms for the bulk of the semester 
lem to lack of training in high school. samevideo,"Fordsaid. "Sometimeswehave are forced to seek out and employ these 
Another problem Henderson has noticed to put them up in another room." · services. 
is that many students• topics overlap. Conse- According to Ford, although IRC assis- Marina Kramvi '95. a film, photography 
quently. the books are all checked ouL tants try their best. it can be tough because and visual arts major, complained after she 
Henderson said not all the blame should peoplegetimpatient.Ford saidswdentshave had been spending a lot of time researching 
fall on the students, but should be shared by to be aware that the IRC is open from 8:30 forherfinalprojectinthelibrary.shereali7.ed 
the professors. Professors realize, with only a.m. to 10 p.m. She suggested that people she could not find an article because some-
three weeksleft, they are only halfway through make an effort to come in the mornings, bodyhadtomsomeofitspages.Inadesper-
thecourse.Asprofessorsstartspeedingthings when it is not as busy. ate state of mind, she skipped some of her 
classes to finish her paper on time: 
Rich Schaefer, a 'finance major ~d he 
could not find enough material for his co~ 
rate tax class and went to -Cornell ·Law li-
brary. "As I was trying to get into-the library, 
security guysdidn 'tletme in becauseComell 
, students were using it," -Schaefer said. He 
didn't finish his paper; but got-an extension. 
Sandy Gordon '92, TV /R major, said 
scheduling at the School of Communications 
is a pain because of the lines. She also said 
she was panicked; she said she was not sure 
if she woD:Id get her job done because there 
were not enough cameras for her to complete 
her work. Fmally. she complained that there 
were not enough television sets. 
IvanAl-Azm,a '92Filmmajor,saidatthe 
beginning of the year. the library is more 
organized and as the year progresses, it be-
comes more chaotic. He said when he was 
trying to look for a book by the call number. 
it usually was not in its pJace. but a couple of 
numbers down. 
He also said that in the cinema depart-
ment. the flatbed rooms are not sufficient to 
meet the demands from students. 
As a '92, history major. Scott Becker. was 
working on his research paper for about nine 
consecutive hours. He said he had been pro-
crastinating, and he admitted that he is pay-
ing the consequences now. 
Gordon said, "I am stressed to get my 
work done, but I don't care. ram more 
stressed in thinking what I am going to do 
after graduation." 
Panel------------------------------
continuec1 from page 1 
Chris, a student at IC, and Heather, a 
Syracuse University student, have been dat-
ing for five years. About a year ago, Chris 
told Heather that he was bisexual. Slie said 
she was surprised that she had never guessed 
he was bisexual, but was able to understand 
because of her own previous lesbian experi-
ence. They plan to be married some day'and 
have children. 
Chris said he had a very hard time dealing 
with being bisexual. He had thoughts of men 
in high school and a few experiences, and 
was very nervousaboutiL He said that one of 
the hardest parts was breaking out of the 
heterosexual "swd" reputation he had built 
for himself. Being bisexual was not some-
thing his friends could have ever understood 
at that time, he said. 
His family knows about his experiences, 
and "they are very strange about it." he said. 
Chris's father thinks that he is bisexual be-
cause of how be raised him. Now his father 
takes him out to play football, as if that will 
change him back to being heterosexual. 
Heather has not yet told her parents ~bout 
her bisexual relationship with Chris,. but 
plans to in the near future. She said it was 
very_ imponant to her that her parents know. 
According to Heather, without her parents 
knowing, it would seem as if she was faking 
the relationship. 
Dino and Jeff live together. and said they 
had trol'lblefmdingan apartment Some land-
lords are hesitant: about renting to gay or 
lesbian couples. But there are laws against 
discrimination which help to protect such 
couples. So far, five states.including Massa--
chusetts, Connecticut. Wisconsin, Hawaii 
and New York, have passed legislation to 
protect these couples. 
A common problem for the couples was 
how to deal with the reaction of pµents 
when they were told about their childrens' 
relationships. Chris· said he still tries to re-
educate his father. who still believes that 
being bisexual, gay or lesbian is a psycho-
logical disease. 
After telling family members, some mem- was gay. They were afraid that he would be 
bers of. the group suggested pointing out to hitting on them. and they were not interested 
them what it is they do that hurts you. If they in thaL Y-et all the couples said they spent 
say something or act a certain way. they mostoftheirtimewithbothheterosexualand 
suggested explaining what it is that bothers other gay or lesbian couples. and that who 
you, and ask them not to do if anymore. theyspenttimewithdependsonthesituation. 
One member of BiGALA suggested that Allthecouplessaidthereareplaceswhere 
telling your parents should not be made into it is not smart to show affection toward each 
an issue, but instead it should be .a very other.suchastheCommons.Therearepeople 
nonchalant conversation. This way they see in the world w.ho will attack gay or lesbian 
you-are comfortable with -the lifestyle- and . couples. they said~ Thisattitudemakesshow-
theycan begin to beas well.Onequestion was ing affection.a dangerous thing in certain 
about w~ these couples do when-they-go areas,sothecouplesarealwayscarefulabout 
ouL Mara said because women getaway with where they go and what they do there. 
more physical contact in society, it is easier to This week,BiGALAisboldingotherfunc-
go out and be affectionate in public. - lions in support of gay rights. The rest of the 
All the couples said people jeer and point - week's activities include Blue Jeans Day. 
and whisper when they go out in public to- Thursday, April 23, when people can show 
gether. Dino said that this reactionbuilils fear . theinupport for gay rights by.wearing. blue 
and anger. Often he.wants to say "Mind your jeans and attending a rally at the free speech 
own bu~!" to~ little _girl who po~ts rock outside.Phillips Hall at 12 p.lri. Friday. 
and asks 'Whic!}-one is the girl?' . April 24, the second ~ual Denim Dance 
Dino also said his male friends tended to will be held in the Pub from 9-12 p.~. Dona-
react violently when they found out that he lions will be accepted• the door. 
. . - ' 
Join The Ithacan news 
writing staff RYDER 
Contact Jeff Sellngo at The .Ithacan office, 
Roy H. Park School of Communications, 
Room 269, or call 274-3207. 
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Process~---
continuec1 from page 1 
However ,guidelines thardefine the dtstri· 
_ bution of authority are goals the council is 
trying to protect for ~e faculty. 
The twobiggestcontroversialissuesmired 
in the power struggle between the ·board, 
administralion and faculty dealt with the 
handbook's amendment process and "seri. 
ous insttuctional deficiencies." 
Thefaculty council considers the board to 
have too much power in that they can make a 
binding decision over the will of the council. 
However, Whalen said the board must 
have the final authority and to relinquish this 
power to allow the faculty any, ultimate say 
would be against the board's bylaws and 
state law. 
Schlesinger said the handbook will only 
be able to slow down-the board's actions, 
although Ithaca attorney Tony Genslin, ad-
vising the faculty council, said other colleges 
allow for a binding faculty vote. Genslin was 
hired for his biased pro-labor views, 
Schlesinger said. -
T The faculty handbook amendment pro-
cess: 
Many members of the faculty council in-
dicated in meetings that they want an amend-
ment procedure where the faculty must ap-
prove of an amendment for it to pass.Yet the 
board was concerned that not enough faculty 
would participate to constitute an accurate 
reflection. 
The compromise reached allows for the 
faculty council to establish a standing com-
mittee to discuss proposals with the presi-
dent, provost and legal counsel Margaret 
Ball, and these groups must reach consensus 
before the president p,esents the amendment 
to the board. 
The faculty council holds the right to 
conduct a non-binding faculty opinion sur-
vey. 
"The faculty sign contracts to abide under 
the handbook, and for it to be amended with-
out a vote by the faculty is not fair," said Fred 
Madden,facultycouncilmemberandassoci- ·_ -------------
ate English professor. · "The handbook will be a Dig 
T Failure to correct serious instructional benefit for the_ college and 
d~ficiencies: community as a point of refer-
Haprofessorisdetermined to besuffering fi Ju d l 
from a serious imtructional deficiency, the ence or ture eve optr!_ent 
handbook provides for the schoolwide peer and for providing guidelines. 
review committee·and appropriate dean to The board should pass it be-
decideifafacultymemberhasmade"reason- fore the summer. The faculty 
able progress" after a full semester trial pe- have to havefiaith in us." 
riod (instead of a year). 
Handbookcommitteememberandphysi- -Ron Havard, 
cal therapy professor MichaelPagliarulosaid, faculty council 
"This may not always be in the bestinierests handbook committee member 
of the faculty, but of the students, and re-
member that the problem must still be excep- be left up to professional discretion, and if 
tional." there is a conspiracy within the department, 
If the two groups resolve to, they can then others can act as a checks and balances 
notify the president and provost to take any in system." 
a series of actions, which could include a Inreviewofthehandbookprocess, Whalen 
letter of dismissal. said, "I feel for the great efforts of the hand· 
However, any decision must be preluded book committees who worlcedin the past and 
by a meeting with the faculty member in the current group." 
question. The term "reasonable progress" Havard said, ''The handbook will be a big 
replaced "deemed likely to persist." , benefit for the college and community as a 
"We are trying to protect faculty in those point of reference for future development 
instances of an abnonnal situation," Dunnick and for providing guidelines. The board 
said. should pass it before the summer. The faculty 
The board and some members of the fac- have to have faith in us." 
ulty council felt that a trial period of only one "No matter what stage the handbook is at 
semester is justified because the educations there will be differences over it: There is 
of students are in jeopardy. · allowance for modifying the document, be-
The council's objection evolved from the · cause nothing can be perfect," Havard said. 
belief that the period is too shon and "reason- Complaining that attorney Genslin does 
able progress" could be interpreted in such a not understand professors' working condi-
way that would punish faculty members for tions,Rosenthalsaid, "I'm prejudiced against 
situations out of their control and disregard lawyers in that they want everything spelled 
their contributions to the college. The faculty out or in intricate detail, and that will not 
can file a complaint with the grievance com- always benefit our situation." 
mittee. Whalen said, "We're in deep waterifthis 
A council motion by Michael Yarrow to approval is delayed until next fall [when a 
e~tablish the faculty right for an unpaid le.ave new faculty council forms]. I think this is as 
of absence was defeated, although a provi- far as the handbook can go, unless something 
sion still exists to apply for a leave of a~ absolutely fatal is seen." 
sence. We've gone a lot further than a lot ofother 
Referring to a failed motion for a formal, college handbooks. We're as close as we've 
universal definition of the evaluation proce- ever come, but we 're not going to jam this 
dure, Michael Pagliarulo said he "feared the handbook down anybody's throat if the fac-
politicalpolarizationbyadeparunent.Itmust ulty doesn't want it." 
l / l O of a century! 
THE ITHACAN S 
A: rQc~y\~j_StQ.fy: --. 
. . . . ,,: : -~ •. ' .. -::,_ : ; ... ,: . . ,· •'. . . •' . . 
. The ~ic~,:, st.oried· past ·grew 
from aif old faculty:\~t reference . 
initialized b ·simmir .handbook com-
. ' ' 'Y ... -·- ' ._, 
mitteedorm~ in·-19~7and .1960. · : 
The· dead .ends lhe. 'handbook has. en• 
counteredsince'the-1960s:wcrecharac-
terized b sl\ftH,1;,.· ~ .. of trial and. Y:I""-.~- -
~r. According: to. Bridget ···Bower. 
Ithaca College. an:~~- today•s-fac-
ulty council was~ in the.~9(;08 as ' 
the· ·L-Ong ~ge -Planning c;oµunittee. 
on Governance. '.They instituted a p1an 
·for each Qf tbe CQllege•s five schoClls to 
independently deal w.ith faculty rules. 
Currenthandbciokrommittee mem-
ber Richard-Creel :headed 1he '1960s 
project.Itdisbandedin 1972afterf~ 
~esident Ellis L. ~Jr. {)reS('mted 
a book to the boar~ which the .faculty 
incorrectly assume<t ~ approved, 
RobertJenkins.abiologyprofessor, 
was the·faculty :OOuncil Chairman dur-
ing the early 1970s when a vague form 
of a handbook was revised and pro-
posed to Whalen when he arrived at the 
college in 1975. 
Jenkins says the current handbook is 
a spin-off of the revised 1970s model. 
Courtdecisi~ns involving Yeshiva Uni-
versity determined tfutt.it was illegal for 
the faculty to unionize -because they 
were considered managers instead of 
employ~s. The verdict changed the 
structure of the book and left it donnant 
until Donnick revived the process in 
1985. ' .. 
Whalen said the· 1970s handbook 
was an informal copy that was '"defacto 
and very incomplete." In comparison. 
the president said the current handbook 
is appropriately more flexible. "We're 
not writing something concrete, because 
we cannot anticipate everything that 
will happen in the future. "Whalen said. 
Thank you for your ten years of pedication, Service and Love 
to the Student Activities Center 
with love-
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
"YOU BETCHA!;' -_ 
• I • • .. " • .. • ,. \ < • • ' • 
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The following Incidents are among 
those reported to The Ithacan by the IC 
Office of Public Information, based solely 
on reports from the Office of Campus 
Safety. 
Campus Safety Log Wegman's supermarket and the cam-pus._ . T A student was referred for judicial action for damaging the fumfture in the 
studenrs residence hall room. 
Anyone with any information re-
garding these entries is encouraged to 
contact the Office of CM'!pus Safety. 
Unless otherwise specified, all reported 
incidents remain under investigation. 
Friday, Aprll 10 • 
Thursday, Ap,1118, 1992 
Friday, Aprll 10 
T The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to the Campus Center for a fire 
alarm. Cause of the alarm was deter-
mined to be a malfunctioning smoke 
detector. 
T A student was referred for judicial 
action for harassing another student on 
campus and for violating residence hall 
quiet hours. 
T A complaint was filed regarcing the 
unlawful dumping of trash in the Hudson 
Heights trash receptacles. The matter is 
being handled by the Ithaca City Police 
Department 
T A sbJdent was referred for judicial 
action forprovicling false and misleading 
information to the Traffic Bureau for the 
purpose of obtaining on-campus park-
ing privileges. 
T A student filed a complaint regarding 
the receipt of a harassing/annoying tele-
phone call on the student's residence 
hall room phone. Caller claimed to be an 
officer from Campus Safety requesting 
a meeting. 
T A complaint was filed regarding a 
camp fire-type fire that was set and left 
unattended in the lawn area between 
Hudson Heights and Rogan's 
Laundromat. Firewasextinguishedand 
no damage occurred. 
T Officers responded to the Dillingham 
Center upon a report of a person with.an 
ankle injury. Fir.st aid was rendered and 
patient was transported to the Health 
Center for treatment. 
Saturday, April 11 
Y One student and two non-students 
were arrested for the unlawful posses-
sion of marijuana. 
T A complaint was filed regarding a 
window that had been broken in the ofabeerbailinacampusresidencehall. 
main entrance door to Holmes Hall. Y The Ithaca Fire Department re-
.,. A student filed a complaint.regarding sponded to Terrace 12 for a fire alarm. 
the theft of four compact discs from the No cause for the activation was deter-
student's room. Three of the compact mined. 
discs were reportecly stolen from the T A complaint was filed after someone 
student's room the week prior to spring wrote graffiti on the walls of a second 
break, and the fourth disc was stolen floor men's room in Landon Hail. 
between 11 :30 am. and 12:30 p.m. on T The Ithaca Fire· Department re-
April 11 while the room was left unlocked · sponded to Tallcolt Hall for a fire alarm. 
and unattended. Cause of the alarm was determined to 
TA student was issued an appearance be a smoke detector activated by a dry 
ticket for the underage possession of chemical fire extinguisher. A student 
alcohol. In addition, two students were was referred for judicial action for cis-
referred for judicial action for the unau- charging the fire extinguisher and tam-
thorized possession of a beer keg and paring with fire equipment. 
for the possession of a campus trash Y A student filed a complaint regarding 
recy~ing receptacle. the receipt of a harassing/annoying tale-
• A student filed a complaint regarding phone call on the studenrs residence 
thereceiptofaharassing/annoyingtele- hall room phone. 
phone call on the student's residence T Officers responded to Hill Center for a 
hail room phone. report of a person with a foot injury. First 
YA student filed a complaint regarding aid wa·s rendered at the scene and the 
damage that occurred to a student's patient was transported to the Health 
room sometime Wednesday, April 8, in Center for treatment 
Lyon Hall. Student stated that unknown 
persons damaged a window semen and 
door casing to the sbJdenrs room. 
Y Officers responded to the Egbert Din-
ing Hall upon a report of a person with a 
puncture wound to the foot. First aid was 
rericlered at the scene and patient was 
transported to the Health Center for 
treatment. 
Y A non-student filed a complaint re-
garding the theft of approximately $100 
in cash from a wallet while the non-
student was attending a dinner at the 
Emerson Suites. 
Y A student was referred for judicial 
action for the use and possession of 
marijuana in a campus residence hall. 
Sunday, Aprll 12 
Y Anon-sbJdentwasarrestedforcriminal 
mischief after damaging an entrance 
door window in Lyon Hall. A student 
responsible tor the guest was referred 
for judicial action. 
Y A student was referred for judicial 
action for the unauthorized possession 
Monday, Aprll 13 
Y A student was referred for judicial 
action for violation of Life Safety rules 
and regulations, possession of a stolen 
sign belonging to the college, and pos-
session of a stolen grocery cart. 
Y Officers responded to Terrace 2 resi-
dence hall upon a complaint of a suspi-
cious male in the hallway. Non-student 
was identified as not having any legiti-
mate reason for being in that building, 
nor on the campus. Non-student was 
arrested and charged with loitering be-
fore being handed over to the Ithaca 
Police Department, which had an arrest 
warrant on an unrelated charge. 
T A student was referred for judicial 
action for the unauthorized possession 
of a keg in a campus reside_nce hall. 
YA complaint was filed regarding a fire 
extinguisher cabinet that had been pulled 
from the wall in the second floor hallway 
of Clarke Hall. 
Y Officers responded to Ford Hall upon 
a report of a person who had fainted. 
": Thursdays are Party Nights. f~~ ~ Fridays and Saturdays are I 
Patient was conscious upon the arrival 
oftheofficersandwastransportedtothe 
Health Center for treatment. 
• Officers investigated a two-car acci-
dent that ocd.lrred in the parking lot of 
the Physical Plant Warehouse. 
Y A student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of the student's wallet contain-
ing credit cards and miscellaneous per-
sonal papers. Studentreportecl thewallet 
was stolen between 8:30 and 9 p.m on 
April 13. 
Tuesday, Aprll 14 
T The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to the Bookstore area for a fire 
alarm. Cause of the alarm was deter-
mined to be a smoke detector activated 
by dust 
Y The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to the fire lane area near Ter-
race 1 O for a lamp post fire. A bird's nest 
built within the walk light ignited. No 
damage or injuries occurred. 
Y A student filed a complaint regarding 
the receipt of a harassing/ annoying 
telephone call on the student's residence 
hall room phone. 
Y A staff member filed a complaint re-
garding accidental damage that oo-
curred to the staff member's vehicle. 
Y Officers investigated a two-car acci-
dent in Y-Lot. 
T A sbJdent filed a complaint regarding 
damage that occurred to the student's 
residence hall room window in Landon 
Hali. Student reported the window was 
broken between 1 :30 and 11 a.m. on 
April 14. 
Y A complaint was filed regarding dam-
age to a food vending machine on the 
second floor lounge of Boothroyd Hall. 
The machine was broken and food was 
stolen from it. · 
Y A student filed a complaint regarding 
the possible theft or loss of the student's 
wallet between 3 and 10 p.m. on April 
13. Student reported the wallet con-
tainedapproximately$100incash,creclit 
cards, and miscellaneous personal pa-
pers. Wallet was stolen or lost between 
Wednesday, Aprll 15 
T A .resident of Terrace 4 reported the 
theft of a· Walkman-type radio, room 
keys, exit keys, ·and vehicle keys from 
the studenrs unlocked and unattended 
room between 3 and10:45 a.m on April 
15. 
TA bassoon that was reported stolen in 
early April has been recovered. No theft 
occurred. 
• A staff member's wallet reportedly 
stolen l~t Oclober was recovered by a 
community member on Rt. 96B in the 
TownofDanby.Allcontentsofthewallet 
were found intacl 
T A student was referred for judicial 
action for the ongoing harassment of 
another student in a campus residence 
hall. 
Thursday, Aprll 18 
T A student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of a $200 radar detector from 
the studenrs vehicle. The student re-
ported that between 9 p.m. on 
Wednesday, April 15 and 10 a.m. on 
Thursday, April 1~ unknown persons 
brokeintothevehiclewhileitwasparked 
in M-Lol 
T A student was referred for judicial 
action for the harassment of another 
student in a campus residence hall 
apartment 
· • A student filed a complaint regarding 
homophobic comments that were writ-
ten on informational posters in the Ter-
race 4 residence hall. 
T The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to the Campus Center for a fire 
alarm. Cause of the l:llarm was deter-
mined to be an activated smoke detec-
tor caused by dust 
Safety Tip: 
When stu~ts plan year-end events, 
they are reminded to be careful about 
situations that could lead to drinking and 
driving. '-
Use public transportation or estab-
lish designated drivers when planning 
events where alcohol will be served. 
17'. College Nights; ~: 
~> Cover charge is just ~ FOR•YOUR• BOOKS!• 
,,; $2.00 under 21 \~ 
0 ~{~0 a c~~l:;: t~~r l:,: 
.> :: • : ·_.. ~/\. • 
.. _ :-··--:·' 
, Drink Specials! 
~b On the Waterfront IJ 702 Willow Ave 
lr.J 277-0811 or- 272-3389 
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We buy the largest range of books-
Hard or Soft bound. 
April 23, 1992 
History--
continued from page 1 -
tive red tape and never made it to 
the Board of Trustees like this edi-
tion. 
In an interview with Whalen 
before the council•s endorsement, 
he said. "I will recommend this 
book to the board at the next meet-
ing [in May] if the faculty have 
approvediL"While the faculty vote 
is not binding, Schlesinger said the 
council exists to represent the fac-
ulty and woulfi "reopen the pro-
cess,. pending faculty rejection. 
"The board wants very much to 
cooperate with the faculty,"Whalen 
said. The board's handbook com-
mittee first received a draft in 1991 
and met with the handbook com-
mittee that August to iron out 
wrinkles. 
George Schunk, chairman of the 
trustees handbook committee, and 
members David Sass, Arthur Narr, 
Lawrence Aleva and die late Bob 
Colbert then suggested that the 
handbook committee meet with the 
presidentandIClegalcounselMar-
garet Ball. 
While the college has a contract 
wif:halawfmn in Syracuse, Whalen 
paid for the council to seek assis-
tance from Ithaca labor relations 
attomeyTonyGenslin. Schlesinger 
said his services are important be-
cause the council felt the college's 
fmn catered to the needs of the 
administration and a labor bias was 
needed. In an April 13 letter to the 
faculty council, G~nslin said the 
handbook is"light years in improve-
menL" · 
Wtimately, the board must give 
its final approval after the faculty 
body votes to accept or reject it, but 
Schlesinger is confident of reach-
ing the handbook's horizon. While 
the president maintains no fonnal 
authority to mandate the handbook, 
Schlesinger said, "I have enough 
faith in the president's persuasive 
powers, that if he can't convince 
the board that what he's doing is 
correct, then there is a problem," 
Schlesinger said 
After years of fruitless delibera-
tion, this year's faculty council 
handbook committee was devised 
in 1985, headed by Donnick. The 
group is now comprised by former 
faculty council Chairman John 
Rosenthal, who leaves on sabbati-
cal this fall, and professors Mike 
Pagliarulo, Ron Havard, Ron 
Nicoson, Jim Markowitz and Rich-
anl Creel. _ 
Schlesinger said further discus-
sions would have been postponed 
until fall if the book had not been 
approved Tuesday because the fac-
ulty needed "a minimum of three 
weeks to review the book." _ 
While the council was cautious 
·of rushing the process, most mem-
bers said that next fall's new coun-
cil would not have the experience 
necessary to assess the book. 
Schlesinger said that faculty coun-
cil terms are staggered by two years, 
for an annual turnover of "about 
half the members." 
Greg DeLaurier, politics pro-
fessor, said, "This is a really impor-
tant document, and once it's offi-
cially out it will affect the way we 
live our lives around here." Michael 
Yarrow, sociology professor, and 
DeLaurier rejected the book after 
19 approved. 
The faculty council's executive 
committee will meet next week to 
determine the upcoming timeline -
process, according to Schlesinger. 
Schlesinger said, "We [faculty 
council] believe we haveadequately 
addressed their [the board] con-
cerns, but have also preserved the 
principles that the faculty wanted." 
THE ITHACAN 7 
New pass/fail policy approved 
Option to cancel allows students chance for a letter grade 
By Heather Zuzick 
The Student Government Asso-
ciation endorsed a pass/fail pro-
posal, an environmental policy, a 
governance document revision 
· policy,andadraftofcritiquesofthe 
Strategic Plan at the April 21 con-
gress meeting. 
• According to Katie Burns, vice 
president for academics, the con-
thecwsdaysarecompleted, which 
offers incentivef or sbldents to worlc 
for a better grade, Burns said. 
Consequences of the proposal 
include the clause that if someone 
applies for anew major, and a pass/ 
fail grade is below a C+, the person 
may be given a waiver, or pennis-
sion to retake the course for a letter 
grade. 
gress voted to endorse the Aca- rr'h. l has b 
demic Policies Committee's pass/ .1., is proposa e-
fail proposal, with one minor revi- come "an issue of prin-
sion. cip[f!, [as] it will prob-
. The propo~. which ori~~ ably affect between five 
10theAPCpolicysubcomnuttee,1S nd lC .... -1 
goingtothefullAPCattheirmeet-" a ten l 1 s,uuents a 
ing on Friday, April 24. year." -
SGA IN BRIEF 
Burns said she hoQ_ed this pro-
posal would help "establish one 
standanipolicy"withregard to pass/ 
fail credit This proposal has be-
come .. an issue of principle, [as] it 
will probably only affect between 
five and ten IC students a year." 
The major components of the 
proposed policy address the issues 
of what happens to pass/fail credit 
when a sbldent changes majors. · 
Also at issue is whether the ac-
tual letter grade behind a P or an F 
can be used as criteria for credit 
toward a major or admittance to a 
program of study. 
Under the new proposal, there 
will be a P or Fon the student's 
transcript, and their grade point 
average will not be affected. The 
new proposal also provides an op-
pol'lUility for students to cancel the 




The Academics Committee 
added one minor revision to the 
APC' s proposal. It states that be-
cause a letter grade can only be 
accessed for internal evaluation for 
admittance of a student to a differ. 
entprogram, the student has to give 
permission for graduate schools or 
other academic institutions access 
the actual letter grade. 
• The congress also approved an 
environmental principles proposal 
that had previously been approved 
by staff council, and will eventu-
ally be passed on for review by 
President James J. Whalen and by 
the Ithaca ~ollege Board of Trust-
ees. 
According to Pete Lepsch, stu· 
dent body president, "IC sends 4 
tons of waste to the landfill daily, · 
which, in comparison to last year's 
6 tons per day, is an improvement 
However, he said, as it costs 
.approximately "$195 per ton of gar-
bage", with new environmental 
principles, IC will decrease the 
amount of funds spent for waste 
removal, and advance to "the fore-
front of environmental policies." 
• Kevin Yaudes, student trustee, 
offeredarevisionof the governance 
document, which was "approved 
for recommendation", according to 
Lepsch. 
Although the original gover-
nance document was approved by 
the Board of Trustees on October 7, 
1977, Lepsch explained that stu-
dent govemment felt a need ro up-
date· the document in a "holistic 
manner." 
The proposal "recommends that 
the Board of Trustees charge the 
President to establish a committee 
to review and restructure The Gov-
ernance and Committee Sttucture 
Document of Ithaca College". 
• The committees of sbldent gov-
ernment also reviewed the Strate-
gic Plan, and, according to Lepsch, 
the "similar positive and negative 
conclusionsof thecommittee"were 
formulated into a "draft." 
Some general concerns, accord-
ing to Lepsch, included "the vague-
ness of terms such as 
multiculturalism and diversity, the 
vagueness of the document in gen-
eral, the suggestion of special inter-









8 a.m. - 8 p.m. Week:days and 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. Sat!lrdays 
to terminate your off-campus telephone service. 
You will need your telephone number and your customer code number to process your order. 
- Your customer code number is the 3 digit number after your telephone number. 
If you wish to speak to a representative, call 1-890-4080. Effective 4/27 /92. 
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Woodstock, NY Outdoor Concert and Cla~bake: /BBQ 
Saturday, May 9, Campus Center Quad 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 ~:.m. 
Food, sun,& a beer tent with the Suns of Jubal and Snaggletooth! 
Raindate: May 10th 
Universal City. CA presents "Lethal Weapon II" 
Sunday, May 10, Campus Center Quad 9:30 p.m. 
Enjoy the silver screen while sitting under the stars! 
Raindate: May 11, after the comedian 
Sydney. Australia Beach Party 
Monday, May 11, Old Port Harbour 2:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Come and party at the 'land down under'! 
DJ, .food, and a cash bar. Shuttle service available. 
London, England Comedy Night 
Monday, May 11, Pub/Coffeehouse 8:00 p.m. 
Featuring the laughs of John Joseph! • · 
Port Antonio, Jamaica Caribbean Cruise 
Tuesday, May 12, Old Port Harbour 1:00 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. 
Cruise Lake Cayuga in the true spirit of the Caribbean! 
Shuttle service available; tickets $8.50 at Old Port Harbour .. 
Seoul. South Korea Olympic Games 
Tuesday, May 1~, Various Fields 1:00p.m. 
Organizational meeting April 27 - Softball 
Questions? See Brad Buchanan, Recreation Dept. 274-3275. 
Rio de Janeiro. Brazil 92 Hou-rs Party · 
Tuesday, -May 12, Max's 9:00 p.m. -1:00 a.m. 
Mark the Class of 1992's last 92 hours together! 
Shuttle service available. 
Barcelona. Spain Olympic Games (continuedl 
Wedne_sda!,. May 13, __ Campus Center Quad 1:00 p.m. 
Orgaruzabonal meeting April 27 - Volleyball 
Questions? See Brad Buchanan, Recreation Dept. 274-3275. 
New York, NY Semi-Formal 
We~nesday! May 13, Campus Center 9:00 p.m. -1:00 a.m. 
EnJoy the city that never sleeps! . 
Admittance only with pre-purchased $10.00 ticket. 
Ithaca, NY Wine Tasting_ 
Thursday, May 14, Emerson Suites 2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Come and taste some ofNewYork's finest wi·n 1 es. 
Martha's Vineyard. MA Dave Binder 
. Thursday, Ma~ 14, Campus Center Quad 8:00 p.m. -10:00 .m 
Sp~nd an everung. of James Taylor and other great . ' -p . 
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. The only way to enter a senior week event is by purchasing a 
senior week ticket in advance. Tickets will be on sale the week of 
April 27th. No tickets will be available after Friday, May 1 . 
. • General Tickets: $15.00 - Good for admittance to all Senior Week events 
- . 
except Semi-Formal and Lake Cruise as indicated. 
• Semi Formal Ticket: $10.00 - Entrance to the Senior Week Semi-Formal in 
Campus Center. Admittance only with pre-purchased ticket. 
• Cruise Ticket: Tickets available at Old Port Harbour on. the day of the event. 
7ickets On Sale: April-27th thru May 1st from 10.00 a.m. - 2.00p.m. in 
the Campus Center Lobby. SENIORS ONLY, ID REQUIRED. 
No tickets _will be available during Senior Week. 
Raindates and cancellations: 
In the event of inclement weather, please tune into WI CB-FM for an update on any schedule 
changes or call the Student Activities Center at 27 4-3377. or Cam-pus Information at 27 4-3201. 
t - ' • ~ 
. 
• The raindate for the outdoor concert and barbeque is May l0t-lt (same time & place). 
. . 
• The raindate for the movie is May 11th (Campus Center Quad, after comedian). 
• There is no raindate for the -softball/volleyball tournaments. 
• Every effort will be made to have each event at its scheduled time and pl~ce. 
Policies on alcohol; 
• College policies apply to all activities. 
• Proper photo I.D. is required at all events in addition to appropriate ticket. 
• Event sponsors reserve the right to refuse service to anyone who appears intoxicated. 
BE SMART·· DON'T DRINK & DRIVE 
• Shuttles will b~ available for all Off-Campus Senior Week Activities. Shuttles leave 
from the Campus Center.. · 
• Monday, May 11, Beach Party: Sh~ttle available 1:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
• Tues~ay, May 12, Caribbean_ Cruise: Shuttle available 12:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
• Tuesday, May 12 , 92 Hours ~arty: Shuttle available 8:30 p.m. -1:15 a.m. 
· -· '.Due to limited space and the size of the. S~nior Class, a general ticket does not guarantee 
. admittance to any·specifi~ event. Admission will be on a first-come, first-serve basis. 
. , Tickets are·:non-refundable and.non-transferable. 
~ . -
. Questions?- Please see a Seni~r Class officer in th~ StudentActivities Center or at 274 3377. 
April23. 1992 
OPINION 
New Greek policy 
sends stern message 
With the voluntary departure of the sorority Gamma Delta Pi after 
26 years on campus, the entire role of Greek life at Ithaca College has 
come back to the forefronL Aside from the parties involved, however, 
not many people know that the Greek life ·question has been under 
consideration for nearly the last three years. While Gamma Delta Pi• s 
departure leaves the campus with only five fraternities and sororities, 
there are·about eight fraternities that live off campus and are not 
affiliated with Ithaca College except that their members happen to be 
IC students. 
A brand-new and much-deliberated Greek life policy has just 
recently been completed, and is ready for approval. One obstacl~ 
remains before the policy is formally adopted: the recommendallon of 
the All-College Campus Life Committee. John B. Oblak's bunch has 
three options: first, they can review the policy and send it up to the 
President's Cabinet for final approval; second, they could mull the 
policy over and effectively "sit on" the measure; and third: they could 
review the policy and send it back down .to Facult~ Coun.cil, Staff 
Council and Student Government for further conslltuent mpuL 
But, in the words of Student Government Association President 
Peter Lepsch, a member of the committee: "We've wasted eno~gh trees 
and people's time." It would be a grave mistake to send the pohcy, 
which has taken nearly three years to complete, back down the ladder 
for more advice. Even President Whalen is awaiting a final policy for 
his review. He said in the November 17, 1991, Student Congress 
meeting that he was expecting to see a Greek Life proposal by the end 
of the academic year. . 
The policy could seem restrictive in the minds of Greek groups: 1t 
prohibits hazing of any kind; imposes tighter academic guidelines than 
currently exist; and hinders rush by enforcing college policy. 
The document was not created to intentionally expand Greek life on 
campus, according tc, Lepsch. This policy was developed for the five 
organizations that currently live at IC and are officially recognized by 
the school. "The present system needed to be overhauled to bring us 
into the 20th century. It benefits the entire IC community as well as the 
fraternities and sororities on campus now," Lepsch said. However, the 
new policy creates a formal way for off-campus Greek groups to be 
officially recognized -- and to receive certain "perks." 
These include: lhe use of the Ithaca College name in their titles; 
a-pl)\ication for funding from any Co\\ege soUICe (like Student Govern-
ment); the solicitation of funds or the advertisement of events on 
campus; and the use of all campus facilities either free of charge or at a 
nominal fee. These certainly are appealing to off-campus fraternities 
that want to be recognized. But the question remains: will the off-
campus Greeks want to be recognized under the new guidelines? 
In its quest for thoroughness, it seems that all of thi committees and 
responses and comments have ~n tedious, but somewhat necessary. 
It's about time that Oblak's committee take this proposal to the 
President's Cabinet for a much-awaited decision. The school is sending 
a clear message to off-campus Greek organizations: either play by our 
rules, or you won't get the perks of recognition. Official recognition of 
a fraternity or sorority by the school equals condoning their actions. 
Hence, the new guidelines. Now it is up to the off-campus Greeks to 
decide whether Ithaca College's seal of approval is important enough to 
comply with the new policy. 
William Rubenstein 
Editorial Page Editor, 1992-93 
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j LETTERS ] 
More about ICTV April Fools' prank 
Former News Editor 
blasts ICTV News as 
'incompetent' 
To the editor: 
By now, everyone who cares 
knows about the prank pulled on 
ICTV News on April Fools' Day by 
myself and a few others. . -
I will not try to def end my acll~ns 
or apologize for them. The closest 
111 get to apologizing w-ill be to say 
that I'm sorry that the peop'le at 
ICTV News are so incompetent to 
have let this happen to them. 
The word credibility has been 
thrown around a lot over the last 
few weeks by people who haven't 
theslightestconceptof its definition.-
The credibility issue has been used 
as a point of attack for people with 
bruised egos who refuse to admit 
their own ineptitude. 
During the prank, the anchor, 
David Muir, asked me (Jerry 
Brown) three questions and was 
starting on a fourth before he was 
told to end the "interview." 
In the article about the prank 
which appeared in the April 9 issue 
of The Ithacan, Muir seemed proud 
that he had identified me as a fraud 
after only four questions. 
The following isan excerpt from 
the "interview:" 
Muir: What are the major issues 
you will be discussing in the cam·-
paign in New York state over the 
next week'? 
Me: Well, primarily my platfol'!" is 
bas~ on the legalization and wide-
spread distribution of marijuana. 
•.. Dramatic pause ... 
Muir: And what do you hope to 
solve'? 
Me: I believe that this is a main 
concern among students especially, 
I understand, at the Ithaca College 
campus. And I hope this will help 
me build a wider foundation of youth 
vote. 
Muir: You have increasing support 
from college swdents around the 
country. Are you at all surprised by 
this'? 
Me: No, I think I'm a very hip 
candidate and I think swdents can 
associate themselves with me and 
my views. 
Muir: Ok, turning the subject a 
little bit, how do you respond to 
Clinton's criticism of your flat tax 
plan, saying it will benefit the rich 
and hurt the poor? -
Me: Well, in reference to Bill, Mr. 
Clinton, heis, I think, a total dweeb. 
I don't appreciate his views and I 
think he should just step off. 
At this point Muir began to ask 
another question but was signalled 
to end the "interview." As you can 
see it was obvious right from the 
beginning of this interview that 
there was something wrong. Ap-
parently ,the ICTV News staff must 
have thought that Mr. Brown was 
just feeling a bit frisky that day, so 
they didn't really listen to what he, 
I, was saying. 
Aside from the actual interview 
content, how can these people talk 
about credibility when they fell for 
this prank without once checking 
the authenticity of the fake press 
secretary or Jerry Brown? 
The point I want to make is that, 
sure it was a bad thing to do, and · 
sure I should be punished for it, but 
. ICIV does not come out of this 
"smelling like a rose," as ICTV 
Manager Eloise Green put it 
But, Eloise also thinks that some 
of the "25,000" households that 
ICIV broadcasts to actually tuned 
in to the newscast April 1, so I can't 
really take anything she says with 
more than a giggle. 
Then there's the suggestion by 
ICTV News Director Christina 
ArangiothatThelthacan presses be 
halted for the remainder of the se-
mester as punishment for a breach 
of journalistic ethics. 
If this ideology was enforced 
across the board, then it would take 
a serious amount of plastic explo· 
sives to take care of ICTV News. 
Joe Porletto TV/R '92 
Former Ithacan News Editor 
Ithacan staff member studying in London tells both 
ICTV, Ithacan to 'chill' and begin audience research 
To the editor: 
If there ever was a semester for 
a communications major to spend a 
semester abroad, it would surely be 
this one. The feud that seems to be 
going on between The Ithacan and 
ICTV (over prank calls, fake pa-
pers, journalistic responsibility, 
water buffalo wrestling, etc.) does 
nothing but give students in the 
Parle School of Communications a 
tainted image. 
It's time for both Qrganizations 
to realize that they are not the New 
YorkTimesorABC.Chillandhave 
some fun. 
_Having written freelance humor 
articles for The Ithacan and having 
worked on different ICTV shows, I 
have realized that the majority of 
students who· actually seem con-
cerned about the two groups are 
only those that work on them. 
Let'slookatlCTV. Ithassteadily 
grown since my freshman year('89). 
Yet, with the increased numbers of 
shows, some still make it very dif-
ficult to join. I was scorned fresh-
man year when auditioning to write 
for a so-called "prestigious" com-
edy show. Can you even imagine 
auditions for writing'? 
Everyone should tie allowed to 
write in college. This is the time to 
learn from others, a time to take 
chances and not worry about the 
penalty should you fail. 
ICTV, don't take your shows so 
seriously ... I promise you that · Obviously, I have a strong bias 
your audience doesn'L Let's be here,aslwouldliketoseeaweekly 
honest - few students outside of humor column written by "moi." 
Park watch. I hope that doesn't So take what I say with a grain of 
come as a surprise to anyone. sail In fact, take it with--the entire 
Sure, ICTV wins alotofawards, salt shaker. 
but if your aim is to make a great _ Now that I have excommuni-
resume, then you've already missed cated myself from everyoneatPark, 
the point of television - to inform, and will probably need to change 
educate and entertain the public. mynametoSchlepeeorsomething, 
And this can only be done if the may I be so bold as to suggest that 
public watches. bothlCTVandThelthacandosome 
(Not all of ICTV is like this, sort of survey, conduct informal 
though. This year's station man- conversations, give away free 
ager, Dan Nocera, has done a great toasters or whatever? It should be 
deal of good. Weneedmoreofthat able to find out just what their in-
next semester.) tended audience's interests really 
Now, The Ithacan. Whereas very are and how many students actually 
few non-communications majors watchorreadtheirworkonasteady 
watch ICTV, nearly everyone reads basis. 
The Ithacan. ·1 have only brought up my per-
But from the number of students sonal observations over three years, 
I've talked to, few are satisfied with which are hardly scientific. I may 
the results. I neither agree nor dis- be totally off-base. 
a~, but take·mental note of the Butitistimeweheartheimpres-
gnevances. sions that ICTV and The Ithacan 
I ~conclude that some of those - make on the numerous other majors 
working on The Ithacan are slightly at_ Ithaca College, rather than just 
too far removed from the res_t of the the Television/Radio, Corporate 
student body to see where some of Communications and Cinema/ 
the interests in student newspaper Photography stud~nts. ·These ser-
coverage really are. vices should benefit and take into 
Granted, it is not the purpose of account all students. 
a paper to give the readers simply Now, if you11 excuse me, I'm 
what ~ey want to read, but at the going to go home and wait for the 
same time, reader interest in the hate mail to arrive 
type of articles they would like to • Pat Holland 
see cannot be ignored. TV /R (Advertis~g) '93 
IC staff memb~r apologizes for qiiote 






e offfif-the-cuffremark,Iinadvertently gize. 
- _ , was ~ost ortunate y o ended members of this commu-
quotedas saying something dispar- nity and the generous donors of the 
aging about a very noticeable piece sculpture. 
:..os1iua· u. ~nd 
~istant Director 
orDevel~ment 
.. • ' • r·. • .~· - • - . ,~_ - • -, • • - ... ' ' '• • •' 
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~--=-------------....::::..::~~~-------------__J Senio-rs upset over 
Centennial gift choice 
To the editor: 
As members of the senior class, 
we are greatly,dismayed over the. 
selection of the senior c~ gift A 
sundial seems· inappropriately se-
lected, useless and not reflective of 
what a Centennial gift should be. 
selves will not donate money to j 
suc_h an ostentatious, useless gift. °'> 
We would be more inclined to con-
tribute to the $15,000 ifitwas spent 
The article states that "notices 
were sent out last semester" to se-
niors about the selection of the se-
nior gifL We did not receive this 
notice, nor did about one-third of 
the seniors we questioned. 
The article goes on to reveal the 
four main choices selected by those 
asked. However, the sundial was 
not on that list and therefore does 
not seem too representative of se-
nior wishes. 
- histead, a mysterious, unidenti-
fied "they" decided on a sundial. 
"They" may be interested to learn 
that a sundial already exists on this 
campus, happily sitting next to the 
Dillingham fountain. 
Does our campus really need 
two sundials, especially given the 
fact that it is rarely sunny in Ithaca? 
We don't think so. 
Only 160 students have given 
money towar~ the senior gift, ac-
cording to the article. We are glad 
to find that many students like our-
on scholarship funds or expanding 
the library. 
We recognize the importance of 
Ithaca College's Centennial year. 
This is why we are so disappointed 
in the .choice of this year's senior 
gift We fervently believe that a 
Centennial gift should reflect the 
lOOyearsofprogressatlthacaCol- · 
lege. 
A $15,000 sundial does not in-
dicateeducational progress. A more 
"poetic statement" could be made if 
the Centennial class gift benefitted 
the students and the IC community. 
However, a sundial will remind 
us only of the continuing lack of 
meaningfuldialoguebetweenlthaca 
College and its students. 
Sadly, 1992 will be remem-
bered as a year of,decadent balls 
and celebrations with no lasting 





Student -upset at Ithacan 
for misspelling of name 
To the editor: Once again, The Ithacan has 
':lu~ged me to ~uch h~igh~ that ~ 
feel I must write again. Several 
weeksago,rightafterreading your 
article on the Ithacan's outrage at 
the parody done on them, I wrote a 
letter about how I feel you over-
reacted. 
- I said in that letter how I feel 
. such an innocent joke would be no 
threat to your supposed "credibil-
ity." 
Besides the fact that you waited 
until after my letter was a dead 
issue before you bothered to print it 
--youcouldn'tevenmanageto spell 
my name right!! 
My name is David J 
Vosgerichian, NOT David J. 
Vosgerichian! There is no period 
after the letter J for a reason . . . it 
does not abbreviate anything!! 
it right. It's not like I didn't 
CLEARLY SPECIFY on my letter 
that there was to be no period. So, 
. . 
what was the problem'? 
I realize my letter did criticize 
your paper. So, if this was a !!!me 
attempt to get me back for my criti-
cisms, this only confirms the level 
of Toe Ithacan staffs immaturity 
which perpetuated the Jerry Brown 
prank. , 
But if it was nothing more than 
just another in the seemingly end-
less series of typos which appear in 
The Ithacan each week, then it's no 
wonder we readers don't take you 
seriously. 
Either way, my friends, it's mat-
ters like this which are the only 
threat to your supposed credibility. 
David--J (look, no period!) 
Vosgericbian 
TV/R '92 This is the way my parents chose 
to name me. I would think that a 
"credible" newspaper such as The , ·PS:Notthatlthinkyou'llprintthis, 
Ithacan could ·riiake an effort to get . but I dare you to anyway!!! 
Reader sars 'all feminis~ are not alike' 
To the editor: 
In his letter to the editor (4/9/ 
92), Jason ~uhl made such a great 
and varied number of ignorant state-
ments that it would be near impos-
sible to refute them all. I will limit 
myself to comment on his deluded 
opinion of the women's movement 
A movement "in shambles" 
would not be able to mobilize over 
750,000people to march on Wash-
ington on April 5. 
Kuhl is laboring under several 
misconceptions regarding femi-
nism. -By inferring that feminists 
are only concerned with .whether 
they are refened _to as "women" or 
"womyn," he attempts to reduce the 
womeri's·movement to an inconse-
quential c:omplamt and disregards 
the target social foice that exists. 
All feminists are not alike. There 
are radical feminists;rnarxist femi-
nists, -socialist. feminists. liberal 
, feminists; eco-feminists, neo-con-
servative feminists, materialist 
feminists, post-structuralist femi-
nists, male feminists and-personal 
feminists, among others.You can't 
lump all those who believe in equal 
rights for women into one package. 
Feminism is about more than 'e's 
and 'y's. We are concerned with 
economic discrimination; adequate 
health care; sterilization abuse; 
abortion and reproductive rights; 
freedom from sexual assault and 
harassment; safe,.adequate and 
available birth control; misogyny; 
AIDS; misinformation and sexist 
bias in health care; sistezhood; and 
getting people like Jason Kuhl to 
realize that there is a problem. 
Writing "woman" or "womyn" 
is a personal choice. Still don't ~-
derstand? Say that your name is 
Jason, yet people who don't know 
you call you "pig". After a while,. 
this might be demeaning and you 
might try to do someihing about iL 
Katherine W. Brown 
Cinema and Phot~ '93 
-
"u~~D ro nutJK we weR~ woRR tEt' A BOOT me COMMUN 15T5, 
Lonestar Rugby ·club defiant 
in face of 'hypocritical' policy 
To the editor: TheLonestarshaveacceptedthe groups' exsistence would go so far 
I am writing this letter to infonn fact lhat the school will never rec- outofits way to stop that team from 
thestudentsoflthaca Collegeabout ognize us on campus. We have playing?(Aretheyafraidthatpeople 
the hypocritical policy the school learned to live with and laugh at the will see the Lonestars as a group of 
has adopted towards the Ithaca exaggerated - usually negative - athletesandnotagroupofdegener-
Lonestar Rugby Club. - reputation we have received. ates?) 
As most students already know, LastweekendtheL(?nestarswere The school has already made it 
the Lonestars are a club sport with- scheduled to play Hobart at home. hard enough for us to play, and hard 
outschoolrecognition. We receive We woke up early Saturday mom- forswdents to come out and enjoy 
no funding or support. We are not ing, bought supplies for the field, watching an exciting sport being 
allowed to practice on campus. We and prepared for the game. played. 
musttrainandcoachourse\ves. We As we finisht;d lininl! the field Now \hey are t.cying to mak.e 1t· 
buy our own equipment, uniforms, and setting- up the goal posts,_ we impossible for the Lonestars to ex.-
goalposts, and balls. All of this received some new spectators: the istatall. The fact is, wearen'tgoing 
comes out of the pockets of the police. The police in question were anywhere. 
players on the team. _ not the state nor city police, but Today we received permission 
We are forced to spend hours on rather, Ithaca College Campus Se- from the State Parks Commission 
the phone organizing a schedule for curity along with a Park Ranger. to use Upper Buttennilkasourfield 
the fall and spring semesters (with- We were infonned that we are (OnceagaintheLonestarshavesur-
outschoolsponsorshiptheCampus no longer allowed to play on any. vived.) The team is here for the 
Center will not supply us with a public parks in Ithaca. I asked the students to enjoy, so don't listen to 
schedule). Campus Police officer what he was the stories you hear about us. 
In the fall we hosted a touma- doing there, and why the city police Come watch and see the truth for 
mentthatinvolvedeightteams. This were not involved. yourself. The invitation includes 
alone took the officers weeks of His answer was that flyers for you as well J .J. 
work to arrange. Throughout these the game were handed out in the 
hardships - to which poor weather dining halls. We were forced to 
conditions have been added this leave the park and travel to Hobart 
spring - the Lonestars have sur- for the game. 
vived as a competitive team in the What I don't understand is why a 
New York region. school that doesn't recognize a 
Robert D. Quinn 
Humanities and Sciences '92 
Vice President, Co-Captain, 
Ithaca Lonestars, RFC 
Graduate warns seniors about life after IC 
To the editor: 
(To the 1992 Senior Class) 
As graduation nears, you may 
wonder what the HELL you're go-
ing ·to do to pay off the king's ran-
som the government lent you to 
achieve that bachelor's degree. 
Some people are fortunate 
enough to get jobs using the-skills 
they learned in school. 
For the rest of us, there are very 
few positions open at Anheuser-
Busch for beenasters and, let's face 
reality, the Nielsen people don't pay 
very much. 
Very soon you will have to meet 
with someone in the financial aid 
office who will tell you how much 
you owe, how long you have to pay 
it back and the dire consequences 
you will face if you fail to pay it 
back. . 
Halfway through this meeting 
you may have visions -of· a guy 
named Rocky visiting you in the 
dead of nightandthrealening anew, 
painful and potentially debilitating 
fonn of physical therapy. -
Unless, six-months from gradu-
ation, you happen to be building a 
r 
new irrigation system in Africa or 
teaching in a demilitarized zone 
that passes for a low-income, inner-
city neighborhood, you start pay-
ing off those crooks in 120 easy 
insrallments of one pint of blood. 
If you're lucky, a job falls in your 
lap by the end of the first summer. 
Hopefully you'll be able to use your 
degree, probably not. 
Half of us have graduated with 
degrees that are completely use-
less, like English, history, under-
water basket weaving. 
Outside of academia, these de-
grees are as useful as a 50 cents-off 
coupon for Fleets enemas; 
They look nice next to the reci-
tation award you won in fifth grade, 
but don't feel too bad if you need to 
use yours for the outhouse because 
your next Sears catalogue· hasn't 
arrived yeL · 
So. you use the obvious skills 
life has taught you (typing, phone 
work, photocopying, inte,personal 
communications, etc): An anfhro.. 
pology student is an executive as-
sistant (uh, that's me); a politics 
major sells greeting cards; a·music · 
major makes xerox copies; a the-
ater major is, guess what, a waiter. 
Hey, it pays the bills. 
We either promise ourselves 
we'll go to graduate school or get 
our Equity cards or just keep look-
ing. That, and we fantasize about 
winning $50,000 on Jeopardy! 
Have I depressed you enough? It 
gets better. Eventually we move 
out of our parents' house(God-will-
ing) and either find the pezfect job 
or end up miserable from Monday 
to Friday and sleeping through Sat-
urday and Sunday. 
Don't rush out and sign up for 
the next accounting class, however. 
You probably have enough skills to 
get you through the next 10 years 
without learning double-entry 
bookkeeping. 
So. A hearty good fortune to 
those with business degrees, a hope-
ful gQod luck to tliose with film 
de~ and a heart-felt go-to-hell 
IO ihe bank in that little "memo" 
space. on my check. 
Jes.tjca H. Chaiken 
Anthropology· '91 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING· 
Events related to the ltmtca Col- CorporateCommllllication Depart- Hall Auditorium, 8: 15 p.m. 
lege Centennial are sha~ed. ment Award Reception, North 
Meeting Room, 5-7 p.m. 
Parish CouncilMeeting,LaubRoom, AGE Society Meeting,Friends204, 
Chapel, 8 p.m. 8:15-9:15 p.m. 
Sunday, I.C.E.S. Meeting, North Meeting SGA Congress Meeting, North 
Room, Campus Center, 8 p.m. Meeting Room, 8:15 p.m., Thursday, 
April 23 
Hillel Shabbat Service, Chapel April 26 
Sanctuary, 6 p.m. Bureau of Concerts Meeting, CampusCenterandSpecialEvents/ 
Conferences, Organizational 
meeting, Coffeehouse, 8:30-10 
p.m. 
Junior Voice recital by Lori CatholicCommunity~,Cliapel, DeMotteRoom, 8 p.m. 
Interfaith Religious Council Medi- Magnan;FordHallAuditorium,6 10:15 a.m., 1 p.m., 9 p.m. 
tation, Chapel Sanctuary, noon. p.m. Protestant Community Service, 
RHA and National Residence Hall Graduate Peicussion Lecture/re- Chapel Sanctuary, 11:30 a.m. 
Honorary meeting, South Meeting cital by Vickie Lau; Nabenhauer Hillel Board Meeting, Conference 
Room, ~pus Center, noon. Room, Ford Hall, 7 p.m. Room, Campus Center, noon. 
PersonnelandStaff,DependentCare BiGALAGuestLecturer, Williams School of Music Chamber Con-
Fair, North Foyer, Campus Center, 202, 1 p.m. , - cert, Recital & Rehearsal, Clark 
noon. Kappa Gamma Psi Dress Re- Lounge, Campus Center, 1 p.m. 
AMA Executive Board meeting, hearsal, Clark Lollllge, 7 p.m. Student recital by the I. c. Cham-
ConferenceRoom, CampusCenter, Hillel Shabbat Dinner, Terrace ber Winds, Clarke Theater, 
noon. Dining Hall, 7:15 p.m. Dillingham Center, 1 p.m. 
BiGALA Blue Jeans Day Rally, Residential Life: Fetal Alcohol Junior Saxophone recital byDavid 
Venitt Terrace, Campus Center Syndrome Workshop, Textor 103, Lewis; Nabenhauer Room, Ford 
Quad, noon. Hall 1 7:30 p.m. • p.m. 
Office of Minority Affairs meeting, SAB D . I M · o I.C. Catholic Community Chris-North Meeting Room, Campus presents rave- n ovae, -
C ter Lot, 8 p.m. tian Band Rehearsal, Phillips 
en , noon. Hall Room, Muller Chapel, 2 p.m. 
Orientation Steering Committee Concert by Brass Choir; Ford 
meeting, South Meeting Room, Auditorium, S: 15 p.m. Bureau Of Concerts presents Out-door Blues Traveler Concert, 
Campus Center Quad, 2 p.m. Campus Center, 1:15 p.m. 
Campus Life Awards Committee 
Meeting, Conference Room, Cam-
pus Center, 3 p.m. 
Graduate Clarinet recital by Kristin 
Kelly, Muller Chapel, 3:45 p.m. 
Residential Life Interviews, 
DeMotte Room, Campus Center, 4 
p.m. 
Modern Language/Literature Ini-
tiation Ceremony for the Honor 
Society, North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 5-6 p.m. ' 
Lutheran Bible Study Group, Con-
ferenceRoom, Campus Center, 6:30 
p.m. 
' Dayspring Meeting, North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 7 p.m. 
Students For An Interracial Dia-
logueDiscussion, Textor 101, 8p.m. 
International Club Meeting, South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 8 
p.m. 
BiGALA Denim Dance, Pub/ 
Coffeehouse, 9 p.m. 
Graduate Double bass lecture/re-
cital by· Alan Niezabitowski; 





Provost's Office Faculty Develop-
ment, McDonala Lounge, 8-8:45 
a.m. 
Provost's Office Faculty Develop-
ment, McDonald Lounge, 10-11 
Concert by Concert Choir, Chorus, 
and Orchestra, Ford Hall Audito-
rium, 3p.m. 
friends of Ithaca Annual Dinner/ 
Theater Party, Emerson Suites, 
Campus Center, 5 p.m. 
Junior Voice recital by J~nnifer 
Munson; Ford Hall Auditorium, 6 
p.m. 
SAB Films presents Other 
People's Money, Textor 102, 6&9 
p.m. 
BiGALA Weekly Meeting, Muller 
Chapel, 6:30 p.m. 
a.m. Student Electro-Acoustic recital; 
Residential Life Spring Orienta- Nabenhauer Room, Ford Hall 6:30 
tion, Pub, North & South Meeting and 9 p.m. 
Rooms,CarnpusCenter, 10-2p.m. Kappa Gamma Psi, recital, Clark 
Senior Composition recital by Lounge, Campus Center, 7 p.m. 
John Capogreco; Ford Hall Audi- I.C. Republicans Weekly Meeting, 
torium, noon. Friends 208, 8 p.m. 
"One Man's Journey Toward 
Understanding," Park School 
Auditorium, 8 p.m. 
2.eitgeistMeeting,Friends202, 8: 15 
p.m. 
Student Chamber Music recital,Ford 
Hall Auditorium, 8: 15 p.m. 
Graduate Violin recital by Holly 
Bateman, Nabenhauer Room, Ford 
Hall, 6:30 and 9 p.m. 
Tuesday, 
April 28 
Access to College Education Pro-
gram Breakfast, North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 8 am. 
Student Affairs Directors Meeting, 
South Meeting Room, 9-11 a.m. 
Residential Life Staff Input Board, 
DeMotte Room, noon. 
Residential Life Staff Development 
Meeting, South Meeting Room, 
noon. 
History Club Meeting, Friends 303, 
12:05 p.in. 
Biblical Viewpoint Bible Study 
Group, Friends 207, 12:10 p.m. 
SAB Executive Board Meeting, 
North Meeti~g Room, 12: 15 p.m. 
Wednesday, 
April 29 
Greek Life Meetipg, Conference 
Room, Campus Center, 8 a.m. 
Personnel Services Benefit Fair, 
Emerson Suites, 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Hispanic Sub-Committee meeting, 
North Meeting Room, 9:15 a.m. 
Financial AidStaffMeeting, South 
Meeting Room, 10:30 a.m. 
Disc Jockey "50s", Coffeehouse, 
Campus Center, 11 a.m.-2 p.m. 
Professional Development Com-
mitteeMeeting, ConferenceRoom, 
Campus Center, noon. 
Campus Center Staff Meeting, 
Conference Room, 3 p.m. 
Counseling Workshop Procrasti-
nation, Group Room, Counseling 
Center, 4 p.m. 
Intramural Senior . Week Softball 
Tournament Managers Organii.a-
tional meeting, Room 57, Hill 
Center,6p.m. 
Campus Activities Reception, Campus Center Managers Meet-
Emerson Lounge, Campus Activi- · R 6 
· l2:lS 1 30 ing, South Meeting . __ oom, p.m. ties, · - : p.m. . 
Black History Month Meeting, 
Conference Room, 2 p.m. 
School of Music Recital, Muller 
Chapel, 2 p.m. _ 
8'-'«W"· ·m~tf·'-.,tr)laft.i.ifaffli{ 'W-*-W.WhlW#AW/,@l''//.·r.r.='·,W.W.-:'<''/.'-",:"-'{::;"'%< 
k¼ws@t\g;4iv!ttM·/iwtlNQ!i 
~b.l!'uu.#~iltdfb.%.ltcJ 
Campus Center and Special Events 
AV Meeting, Room 110, Campus 
Center, 6:~0 p.m. 
OverEaters Anonymous Support 
Group Meeting, Phillips Room, 
Chapel, 7 p.m. 
I. C. Piano Society Recital, Clark 
Lounge, 7-9 p.m. Campus CenteI: Exempt Staff meet-
ing, Conference Room, 3:30 p.m. Student Psychology Association 
Orientation Leader Meeting, South General Meeting, Williams 111, 
Meeting Room, 4:30 p.m. 7:30-8:30 p.m. 
H & S CurricuJum Committee RHA Meeting, South Meeting 
Meeting, Conference Room, 5:30 Room, 8 p.m. 
p.m. 
Garden Association presents 
Looney Tune, Electric Mayhem, 
Lemon Juice, Garden Common 
Area, 12-4 p.m. 
Senior Voice recital by Mary Ann Sigma Xi Banquet, Klingenstein 
Junior Saxophone recital by Kim- Stewart; Ford Hall Auditorium, Lounge, Campus Center, 6 p.m. 
berlyHyland;NabenhauerRoom, 8:15 p.m. 
Tofu Now Meeting, Friends 202, 8 
p.m. 
Graduate Cello recital by Michael 




Ford Hall, 1 p.m. 
Junior Voice recital by Kendra 
Lehman; Ford Hall Auditorium, 2 
p.m. 
Othello, ClarkTheater,Dillingham 
Center, 2 p.m. & 8 p.m. 
Mu Phi Epsilon Weekly Meeting, 
Terrace 12A Lounge, 9 p.m. 
Monday, 
April 27 
SeniorVoicerecitalbyTinaRizzo; Acad~mic Computing Services 
Campus Life Committee Meeting, Ford Hall Auditorium, 4 p.m. Apple Fair, North Foyer, Campus 
North Meeting Room, 8 a.m. Center 10 a.m 
English Club Variety Show, Muller ' · 
Student Government Association 
Campus Blood Drive, Terrace 
Chapel, 4-7 p.m. ' Enrollment Planning Meeting, 
DeMotte Room, 3 p.m. 
D. · Hall 10-4 Graduate Voice Recital by Elaine mmg , -p.m. 
Becker, Nabenhauer Room, Ford 
Hall, 7p.m. Diversity Awareness Committee 
Meeting, North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 10-11:30 a.m. Ithaca College Softball Banquet, 
KlingensteinLounge, 7:30-11 p.m. 
Summer Planning Committee 
Meeting, North Meeting Room, Amani Singers Concert, Emerson 
Campus Center, 11 a.m. Suites, Campus Center, 7:30 p.m. 
History Club Meeting, DeMotte 
Room, Campus Center, 4 p.m. 
Speech Communication Depart-
ment Readers Theater Perfor-
mance, Muller Chapel, 4 p.m. 
Judicial Affairs Student Justice 
Meeting, North Meeting Room, 
Student Recital, Ford Hall Audito- Provost's Office Workshop Dr. Campus~-ter, 5 p.m. 
· 12 15· Karl A. Smith, Clark Lollllge, 
num, : p.m. C C R "d . 
ampus enter, 8 p.m. es1 enbal life Garden Apart-
Student Affairs Reunion Ball 
Meeting,De~tteRoom, 3: 15 p.m. Interfaith Religious Collllcil, Con-
cert, Muller Chapel,.8 p.m. 
ments, Croquet and Lawn Party, 
GA 29 Lawn, 5-7 p.m. 
.. 
SeniorClassHappyHour"Nairobi, BiGALA Open mic Night, Clark SAB Cultural/Performing Arts 
Kenya," Pub/Coffeehouse, 4 p.m. Lo Cam Cen 8 Dinner Theater, Emerson. Suites, 
_ unge, . pus ter, P-~- ~pus Cen~, 6 p.m. Emerson Scholars Reception, 
Students Against Violence Against 
Women Meeting, Friends 101, 6:45 
p.m. 
Ithaca College Biblical Viewpoint 
BibleStudyMeeting,Friends 103, 7 
p.m. 
Math Club Meeting, Friends 301, 7 
p.m. 
Christian Scientists Organizational 
meeting, Smiddy 110,_ 7 p.m. 
Community Service Network 
Meeting, Room 110, Campus Cen-
ter, 7p.m. 
Habitat for Humanity Meeting, 
DeMotte Room, 7 p.m. 
Campus Crusade For Christ meet-
ing, North Meeting Room, 7 p.m. 
Faculty Guitar recital by Edward 
Flower, Muller Chapel, 7 p.m. 






The Roy H. Park School of Com-
munications photography gallery 
presents Recent Work; an exhibit 
by Robert Kelly; from April 14 
through May 10. _ 
The Handwerker Gallery presents 
the Senior Student Exhibition; 
from April 21-May_l6. 
"Preparing to Retui-Ji Home", 
Terrace 3B, 1st Floor Lounge, 7 
p.m. 
Othello; April 23 & 24 Clark The-
"Homophobia: The Toll it Takes ater, Dillingham Cente~. g p:m. 
OD Us AD", F.merson Suites, 8 p.m. 
Em~ri Suite A, 4:30 p.~. ConcertbyMadrigalSingersand SGA _Executive Board meeting, 
. . . . the Vocal Jazz Ensemble, Ford ConferenceRoom,-7-p.m,,·_ - . -:: , 
-~ "".,It•'"'• •• • r • <.. ;;__ 
The Friends -110 Computer. lab 
·_ hours will be extended April 19-: 
.. May ·3, _Sllllday-Thursday until 2 
-~ ~-!~day until·lO:p.m;,:_-- '.-. · 
1~1;! ~.1 f~~t ~.,~~:) 'lf.~:1rJ~ f. bi!il ,wx£J.1l,1:' --··~ ... ""; ... J· l:~: :·f :~ .1.ii~I.i·;~ :k,t1tr ... al 
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT 
Aesthetic suspension of disbelief 
Elements of production 
enhance classic 'Othello' 
By Candice Bingham 
Sex, mmder, suicide, deception 
and racial inequality all combine in I REVIEW 
aremarkableproductionofOthello, Grayson), retrieves the handker-
transcending a rather weak season chief that Othello gave to 
of Ithaca College theater. Desdemona and gives it to her bus-
This drama begins with the se- band. This small token, so signifi-
cret marriage of a Moor, Othello cant in the eyes of both Othello and 
(Daver Morrison), who surprisingly Desdemona, strengthens the doubts 
bears the status of general, and that were already present in 
Desdemona (Vanessa Jennings Othello's mind and convinces him 
Lock), the daughter of a well re- of her unfaithfulness. 
spected man. As one might suspect, Othello, 
Thisraciallychargedbeginning, overcome by self-righteous anger, 
however,doesnotremainthefocus murders Desdemona only to find 
of the play, for al~ough Othello's out, very soon after, of her purity. 
blackness is often mentioned, it is Emilia and Othello, in the spirit of 
Iago's desire for reyenge that ere- a true Shakespearean tragedy, also 
ates the main plot and point of find themselves dead at the finish 
conflicL of the play. 
Iago, played by Gregg This thoroughly well-done pro-
Kapuscinski, orchestrates a com- duction deserves much praise for 
plexand brilliant plan to getrevenge both those whoperformedand th?Se 
on Othello, who chose another for who were behind the ·scenes. The 
his lieutenant, and Cassio (Fletcher entire cast displayed the talent and 
McTaggart), who was chosen. Iago finesse that one would expect from 
decides that both must pay and de- IthacaCollege'stheaterdepartmenL 
vises a plan to maintain Othello's The one set of actors in this 
trustwhileplantingwithinhimseeds partially double-cast production 
Photo courtesy of Miles Fawcett 
From left to right, Fletcher McTaggert (Cassio), Daver Morrison (Othello) and Gregg Kapuscinski 
(Iago)' rehearse for IC Theatre's production of 'Othello.' The show opened on Tuesday, Aprll 21 and 
runs through Sunday, Aprll 26. 
ofdoubtregardingtheloyaltyofhis depicted the Shakespearean char- however, went beyond the level of 
wife Desdemona, and his trusted acters in the same spirit as they expertise one would expect from a 
friend and lieutenant, Cassio. were written in the 16th century. college production of Shakespeare. 
Desdemona, were incorporated with 
perfection by Morrison, allowing 
his torment to be communicated to 
the audience with ease and grace. 
toward total madness in the spirit of 
true Shakespearean drama and left 
the audience entlual\ed with the 
entirely credible performance of this After cleverly insinuating that They captured the irony and frus- Morrison portrayed the tortured 
Othello had cause to mistrust the trating lack of perception that his confusion of a man tom between 
relationship between his wife and characters tend to possess while love for his wife and the internal 
lieutenant, Iago then appropriates showing their individual strengths torment of the suspicion that she 
Most amazing, though, was the 
performance of Gregg Kapuscinski 
as Iago. He captured the humorous· 
deviousness of Shakespeare's pro-
tagonist flawlessly. His intensity 
increased relative to his journey 
very talented senior. · 
There was much behind the 
scenes of this production that also 
deserves commendation. The set 
itself, in its simplicity, added to the 
the most tangible and damaging that unfortunately do not keep them did not remain faithful. 
evidence he can find to prove his from the tragedy of their demise. The rolling eyes indicated as a 
case. Iago's wife, Emilia (Emily Some of the performances, sign of Othello's anger by See "Othello," page 18 
Handwerker showcases student' art 
Ithacan/Tor Seemann 
campus Center staffers Heather 
Schechnar '93 (18ft) and Heidi Frey '93 
(right), alt below Robin 5ahn',. "Figura In 
Studio," await the opening of the Senior 
Student Exhibition In the Handwerker 
0.Uery. . 
By Liz Gartner 
After four years of art classes and photog-
raphy shoots, seniors from the art and pho-
tography departments finally have the oppor-
tunity to display their talent to the campus. 
The Senior Student Exhibition, now in the 
Handwerker Gallery, is an annual spring event 
that provides senior art and photography stu-
dents with the opportunity to show what they 
havedonewiththeirrespectiveareasofstudy. 
"It [the exhibit] is the only occasion they 
have to display their work collectively as a 
group," said Arthur McCue, chairman of the 
art department. 
"It's a really important show and a chance 
for the students to communicate visually," 
said Steven Skopik, assistant professor in the 
department of cinema and photography. 
The students submit their works to the 
respective department a few weeks before 
the exhibition opening where they are re-
viewed by several of the faculty in consulta-
tion with Gary Wells, director of the 
Handwerker Gallery. 
"The gallery doesn't impose any limits on 
the works, n Wells saids." As far as guidelines 
go, they are left up to the faculty members 
who review the works." 
In the art department, McCue said the 
seniors presented their works to be judged by 
a committee of faculty members. On one day; 
the committee reviewed the two-dimensional 
works.·On the second day, the paintings and 
sculptmes were examined. 
"We [the committee] basically were con-
cerned with the quality of the work," McCue 
said. ''There were no real guidelines." 
Skopik explained_ that the photography 
· works were chosen through a selection pro-
cess in conjunction with a cws that ~e 
students are taking, Advanced Photographic 
Wor.kshop, and a similar class they took last 
. .. 
'thacan/Tor Seemann 
_ Cindy carrandl's "untltled" snv,r print Is one of the many exhibits at th• Senior 
Student Exhibition being presented at the Handwerker Gallery Aprll 21-May 15. 
semester, Advanced Studio. 
"For the last four years these students have 
taken classes with specific assignments," 
Skopik said. "These two advanced classes act 
as a rehearsal for the real world where there 
will be the opportunity [for them] to create 
anything. The works that we reviewed were a 
result of these classes." 
According to Wells, although there is a 
review/judging process, the exhibition is ''not 
competitive in the sense that there is a jury." 
"The exhibition is merely a chance to 
introduce new styles and techniques and to 
highlight what the students are doing," Wells 
said. . . 
This year's Senior Student Exhibition 
showcases approximately 90 works from 
more than 30 seniors. According to Wells, 
almost every senior, both majors and minors, 
has at least one work displayed. 
"As an art major, you basically work 
towards this show because this is it, the only 
one," Robin Sahn '92, said. 
"We look forward to it when we come in 
as freshmen," Dan Mcinnis '92, said. 
The exhibit includes a variety of medimns 
-such as lithographs, soap screens, oil paint-
ings~ sculptures of both wood and metal, 
books,drawings,andof course.photographs 
showing varied print-making techniques. 
' "h's a handsome exlul>ilion," Raymond 
· See "Art," page 18 
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Fast food with a touch of style 
Hot Truck provides late night 
eaters with unusual edibles 
•, . 
By Beverly Goodman 
Even in April, nights in Ithaca 
are still pretty brisk. And while the 
dozen or so srudents on line for the 
Hot Truck may shiver a bit and 
complain about the cold, they all 
feel that it's worth the wait 
The Hot Truck, parked every 
night, year-round, on Stewart Av-
enue, features hot subs in any 
number of combinations. The 
steaming food on a cold night is not 
the only attraction, however. Part 
of the Hot Truck's appeal is owner 
Rohen C. Petrillose, the fatherly 
figure affectionately called "Bob" 
by his customers. 
tomer. 
With creations ranging from the 
multiple sizesof theSuicide,or Sui 
(a half-loaf of garlic bread baked 
with tomato sauce, sausage, mush-
rooms, mozzarella cheese and 
pepperoni), to the RaRa (a ro.ast 
beef sub with pepperoni and moz-
zarella cheese), it can be hard to 
make up your mind. In that case, 
many customers leave the decision 
up to Bob and order a "W.TF." 
Bobwillmakeanykindofsandwich 
thecustomerwants.no matterhow 
bizarre, or how boring. 
"Youcouldjusthaveturkey,let-
tuce and mayonnaise, whatever. 
That's kind of bland, though. Gotta 
putsomeliquidheat [hotsauce] on 
that, at least," Bob said, laughing. 
Bob, now<,(), has been working 
on the truck for 32 years, and is 
proud of the condition it's in. A 
vehicle similar to an ice cream 
truck, the Hot Truck is equipped 
with two small ovens and a metal 
countfJ' for Bob to make the sand-
wiches on, as well as numerous 
loaves of French bread, heads of 
lettuce, containers of homemade 
meatballs and sausage, cans of to-
mato sauce and the spices Bob 
sprinkles generously on his con-
coctions. 
"I enjoy my job very 
much; The kids treat me 
great. If eel I have a 
better job than the 
president." 
Ithacan/Christopher Burke 
Robert c. Petrlllou, batter known u Just 'Bob' to his customers, prepares some of his famous late-
night snacb Inside his Hot Truck parked on Stewart Avenu~. 
"I got a 100 percent from the 
Board of Health, two years in a 
row," Bob said with a satisfied smile 
and a twinkle in his light blue eyes. 
"Not many places get that" 
But the Hot Truck is not like 
many places. It's known for its 
sometimes cryptic abbreviations of 
sandwich names, and ordering can 
be confusing for the first-time cus-
-Robert C. Petrillose 
Severalofthesesandwiches,and 
most of the abbreviations, have 
been made up by Bob's clientele, 
as was Bob's only guide to what's 
in his sandwiches, a little pamphlet 
called the Dictionary, which lists 
and defines the sandwiches. 
"A student who later worked for 
me made the first dictionary; that 
was the beginning of it. That was 
the early '70s," Bob said. "That 
See "Hot Truck," page 17 
You're n~t in Kansas anymore. 
Boot'em out of Buffalo! 
Operation Rescue, 
the anti-choice/pro-life terrorist group, 
has descended upon Buffalo, N.Y. 
and has vowed to make it 
the next Wichita, Kansas. 
We need the support of everyone to unite and join 
the efforts of defending the clinics from 
the anti-choice/pro-life factions. 
FIND OUT WHAT YOU CAN DO. 
. . 
'•, •' r,'' ', 
, I• J •/I, I• I I I I I'', 
I' I< 
CONTACT 256-8995 
OR COME TO FRIENDS 304 
7 p.m. ON THURSDAYS 
Co-sponsored by S.O.S. 
Students Organizing Students 
and College Democrats 
It I I, , , • , , , I, I I,, 1, 
Get- to know the 
new Domino's Pizza! 
It's better all 
. the way around! 
CALL-US! 
273-0111 INOBODY ·. KNOWS . LIKE · · .DOMINO'S .. 
How You: Like Pizza At Home. 
\ 
] 
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Movie Listings for April 24-30 Roll over 'Beethoven t · 
STATE THEATRE Sleepwalkers-DailyatB:15, 10:10 
phone 273-2781 
The Babe- Daily at 7:15i 9:30; Sat. 
& Sun. matinees at 1 :30 
Femgully-- Daily at 7:15; Sat. & 
Sun. matinees at 1 :30 
FALL CREEK 
phone 272-1256 
Campy canine comedy fun for the kids 
My Cousin Vinnie- Daily at 9:15 
CINEMAPOLIS 
phone 2n-s115 
Mississippi Masalla-- Daily at 7, 
9:40 
Thunderheart-- Daily at 7:15, 9:35; 
Sal & Sun. matinees at 2:15, 4:35 
HOYT'S AT PYRAMID 
MALL 
phone 257-2700 
The Year of the Comet- Sat-Sun. 
at 1 :30, 4;· Mon.-Fri. at 4 
City of Joy- Fri.-Sun. at 12:45, 
3:45, 6:30, 9:20; MQn.-Thurs. at 
3:45, 6:30, 9:20 
-Beethoven- Sat.-Sun. at 1 :50, 
4:15, 6:15; Mon. -Fri. at 4:15, 6:15 
White Men .Can't Jump- Fri.-Sun. 
at 1:20, 4:20, 7, 9:40; Mon.-Thurs. 
at 4:20,_ 7, 9:40 
Basic insunct- Daily at 6:45, 9:30; 
Sat-Sun. matinee at 4 
Wayne's Wortd- Sat.-Sun. at 1 :10, 
4:30, 7:25, 9:50; Mon.-Fri. at 4:30, 
7:25, 9:50 
White Sands--'Sat.-Sun. at 1 :40, 
4:10, .7:20, 9:45; Mon.-Fri. at 4:10, 
7:20, 9:45 
Passed Away- Sat.-Sun. at 2, 
4:40, 7:10, 9:45; Mon.-Fri. at4:40, 
7:10, 9:45 
Fri~ Green Tomatoes-- Daily at 7, 
9:35 
Shadows and Fog-- Daily at 7:15, 
9:35; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 2:15, 
4:35 
Kafka- Daily at 7:15, 9:30; Sat. & 
Sun. matinees at 2:15, 4:30 
CORNELL CINEMA 
phone 255-3522 
Predator-- Fri. & Sat. at Uris, 
midnight _ 
The Prince of Tides- Fri. & Sat. at 
Uris, 9; Sun. at WSH, 4:30; Tues. at 
WSH, 10 
Vertigo- Sat. at Uris, 6:15; Sun. at 
WSH,8 
Young Soul Rebels- Fri. at WSH, 
7:15; Sat. at WSH;9:40 
The Station- Sat. at WSH, 7:30; 
Tues. at W$H, 7:45 
Cannibal Tours- Sun. at Uris, 7:30 
Beauty and the Beast- Wed. at 
WSH, 10 
Zoot SUit- Fri. at Uris, 6:35 




Cape Fear- Fri. at 8 p.m. behind the 
Park School. Raindate Sat. at 8 
p.m.; Sun. at 2 
Other People's Money- Sun. at 6, 
9 
By Eric Griffith 
With a '90s spin on the usual 
dog-saves-the-day formula (used 
since Lassie first came home), pro-
ducer I van Reitman and director 
Brian Levant may have actually 
created a dog hero for today. 
Beethoven (played subtly by 
Chris, a purebred St Bernard with 
a large future, if not appetite) is a 
mammoth bundle of canine that falls 
into the hands of a suburban Cali-
fornia family, headed by a car de-
odorizer maker, Charles Grodin. 
A capable actor who has been 
pairedwithstarslikeRobertDeNiro, 
Grodin _ gets to play his typecast 
anal-retentive-whiner, as the father 
who decides early on that his life 
has been ruined by the overgrown 
purebred that his family loves. 
Instead of just usual dog-saves-
the-day routine, we get a dog with 
some problems-he knocks over 
some plants, digs holes in the yard, 
and slobbers a lot of drool on furni~ 
ture and people, revealing the basic 
premise that this dog is bound to be 
the mortal enemy of the picture-
straightening father. The bare bones 
of the plot are that the father must 
love the dog by the end. As if there 
was a doubt. 
To put the two warring factions 
in the household together, a third 
party bad-guy is needed, played 
here by dog film alumnus Dean 
Jones (from Disney's The Shaggy 
D.A.) .. 
It is good to see Jones, who 
sounds like he is recovering from 
throat cancer throughout the film, 




The Ithacan rates movies on a scale 
lrom 1 to 10, with 10 being the best 
usual goody:--goody nice guy role. 
Jones is a veterinarian who uses 
dogs for experiments and illegal 
testing of prototype ammunition. It 
is such a case that lands our hero in 
trouble: Jones needs a dog with a 
large skull to test an explosive bul-
let, and Beethoven fits the bill. 
All the performances are fine, 
wilhlittleSaraRoseCarr(lhe pouty-
faced girl from Kindergarten Cop) 
standing out with the mother 
(Bonnie Hunt from television's 
Davis Rules) who is probably the 
first film mom who does not want 
to return to work. She wants to stay 
home with lhe kids and'the dog. 
Bbt the truly outstanding perfor-
mance in the film is Chris, the first 
starring role for a St Bernard since 
Cujo. He is capable of drooling, 
looking sad, and perfonning dog 
urination gags on cue. While lhis 
µ1ay not be a stretch for him, he 
does it all with grace and sfyle, 
which is hard for a dog that large. 
Forlhose who keep track of such 
things, included is a music track of 
Roll Over Beethoven, performed 
for the film by Paul Shaeffer and 
the World's Most Dangerous Band. 
This theme goes with the montage 
of cute dog scenes that infuriate 
Grodin, while the children of the 
This summer you can: • catch up • mak~ up • get ahead 
while you discover beautiful Ithaca in the summertime 
'·: 
'. --- ' 
Classes are offered in a~I 5 schools, as well as: 
• Workshops • Internships • Independent Studies 
On-campus housing_ available. 
e SESSION I: May 26-June 26 
e SESSION II: · June ·29-July 31 
e GRADUATE MUSIC SESSION: July 6-August 7 
Summer Sessions Office, Towers Concourse, Ithaca College, 
" 953 Danby Rd., Ithaca, NY 14850 (607) 274·3143 
Ithaca.College C~lebration of a Century.1892-1992 
family teach the dog to roll over. 
The big problem comes with the 
violence occurring, especially at the 
end. For what is considered a film 
primarily for kids, Beethoven has 
had lhe largest ad campaign since 
Beauty and the Beast. As such, the 
amount of violence used to defeat 
the bad guys toward the end seems 
needless, and could have been 
handled much better for younger 
audiences. 
Dog pee jokes, however, might 
also have contributed to the PG 
rating instead of G. The appropri-
ateness of their presence is prob-
ably dependent on whether a family 
owns a dog or not If not, cover the 
kid's eyes. If you do own a dog, 
then assume that your kid either 
has, or will ~ it happen. 
But the PG rating should be un-
necessary--with such a promotional 
push, the usually avoided G rating 
could still have drawn audiences. 
Wilh a slew of Turtles already 
polluting children everywhere with 
growing violence, it would have 
been nice to see a resolution lhat 
could be subtle and satisfying, much 
like Disney's classic dog films like 
the Shaggy Dog and Shaggy D.A. 
The film does a good job of 
setting up a formula for what could 
be a series of Beelhoven films, if 
enough money is made. 
Whatever his future may be, 
Beethoven' sdebutis a credible start. 
So when home for the summer, feel 
free to take your little siblings, 
nieces and nephews. Just be ready 
tocoversomeeyesifyoudon'tfmd 
dog pee appropriate. 
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Dancing for a cause 
92WICB sponsors. AIDSwork marathon· 
By Liz Gartner 
When someone thinks of AIDS, 
dancing is, usually not one of the 
first things -that comes to mind. -
However, on Friday, May 1, 92 
WI CB-FM will sponsor Dance For 
Life, an eight-hour dance marathon 
to raise money for AIDSwork of 
Tompkins County. 
According to Jay Frank, assis-
tant program director for WICB, 
several radio stations, primarily in 
large cities, have held fund-raisers 
similar to the one that WICB will be 
holding. 
"Locally, WVBR [93.5 FM] has 
sponsored a blood drive for the Red 
Cross orgamzation," Frank said. "It 
is my personal feeling that 
AJDSwork is a good charity [to 
raise money for]." 
AIDSwork, according to Butler 
Daniel, director of fund raising, is 
an organization designed to support 
people with Acquired Immune De-
ficiency Syndrome (AIDS) and the 
HIV infection. 
live education. 
"We're very dependent upon 
local people to fund our organi7.a-
tion," Daniel said. "I'm hoping it 
[the fund-raiser] is very success-
ful." 
Frank said that Dance for Life 
will be conducted in such a way that 
the participants will be encouraged 
to get people to pledge any amount 
of money per hour. 
"/feel that we'll be able 
to raise a respectable 
sum of money and just 
as important, we'll be 
razszng awareness 
[about AIDS] as well." 
-Jay Frank, 
assistant program director, 
92WICB-FM 
the Ithaca Music Hall. According 
to Frank, the hall was chosen over 
the Haunt, for instance, because 
"We didn't want [the marathon] to 
be restricted to just people over 17 
or 21." 
"We wanted it -to be an all-en-
compassing thing for all ages," 
Frank said. 
Frank-said the event will further· 
encompass all types of people since 
there will be a "great diversity of 
music that anyone can dance to." 
The music will be handled by Frank, 
and Ed Sargent, alternative music 
director for WICB. 
"I'm a fairly optimistic guy. I'm 
not too worried [about the fund-
raiser], "Frank said "!feel that we'll 
be able toraisearespectablesum of 
money and just as important, we'll 
be raising awareness [about AIDS) 
as well." 
. "Hopefullythiswillgivepeople Dance For Life will be held in 
an incentive to stay longer," Frank the Ithaca Music Hall on Friday, 
said "And we will raise more money May 1, from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m. Pledge 
[this way]." sheets can be obtained at Rebop 
. April 23, 1992 
JEWS. BLACKS~ . 
WBY ·no WI Fl&BT? 
SAY. YOUR PIECE 
Tonight ~t Sp.m. in Textor 102 
Students For an Interracial Dialogue 
"'°'!!!!~~!!!!!!!!!!~~ • .!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!a .... 
)IMPR£Ss Ya.IR 
PARENTS WITlt YOUR 
fXCElIBNT TAST£ IN 1:I 
RESit\UR~TS. MAKE · 
The volunteers for the organiza-
tion partake in a variety of tasks, 
from finding the victims effective 
health-care services to providing 
them with one-on-one counseling. 
AIDS work also assists in preventa-
"Those participants who do not Records in Collegetown, Sounds ::~:~~~~~~:~~::~~~:: ~~~:d~::~~~:·th~~~ RESERVATIONS fOR: 
questing a $5 minimum contribu- midMall,oranyoftheVideolthaca """"!!~~~~~!!!!!!!~~• "!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!""' 
ti~=~ui!~~;~ein ~=:ormoreunommtioncaJJ ;, G~DUATLQN l 
Breaking new ground --,~At~~ 
IC features 'Cape Fear' for first drive-in 
By Ed On 
An event in themakingfornearly 
cwo years will finally become a 
reality for the Student Activities 
Board (SAB). 
On Friday, April 24, SAB will 
present its first ever drive-in movie, 
the 1991 thriller, Cape Fear, star-
ringRobertDeNiroandNickNolte. 
move cars parked in the 0-lot at 5 matter of money, but an opportu-
p.m. nity for SAB to give something to 
However, due to lhe Coiporate the students. 
Communications reception and the Students on campus had mixed 
AERhoBanquetstartingatthesame reactions to the upcoming show. 
time in the Parle building, it was "It's a good idea .. Jt's a unique 
changed. Officials were concerned and interesting way to try and get 
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To provide adequate space for 
the drive-in, SAB opted to ~onvert 
the north side of the Parle School of 
Communications building into the 
screen and provide the 0-lot for 
parking cars and setting up chairs. 
According to Sharon Policello, · to bars and off campus parties, be-
-director of camrus activities, they causerightnowcampuslifesucks," 
are trying to change the time to Seth Polevoy '93, said. ..--------------------• 
The idea for the drive-in has 
been incubating in the mind of An-
drew Elkins '92, co-chairman of 
the films committee. 
"I hope everyone gets a chance 
tocomeoutaildenjoythemselves," 
he said. "[And] be a part of some-
thing that [Ithaca College] has never 
done before." 
To show the movie in drive-in 
style, SAB needed to procure spe-
cial projectors and set up special 
audio facilities. The physical plant 
will construct a screen with a frame 
to eliminate wind interference. 
The audio portion of the movie 
will be broadcast on low frequency 
radio waves through 600-AM via 
assistance from the Park School of 
Communications. 
Originally it was plann.ed to re-
clear the cars to either 6 or 6: 30 p.m. ''The school has got to do some-
"I hope everyone gets a 
chance to come out and 
enjoy themselves ... and 
be a part of something 
that [Ithaca College] 
has never done before." 




not despair, however, as lawn chairs 
and beach blankets are welcome on 
the islands in the parking lots. But 
students will need a radio to listen 
to the movie. 
Elkins said he appreciates how 
SAB, the Campus Center, Campus 
Safety and the Bureau of Concerts 
are working ~ether to proride the 
students with this evenL 
He explained that this was not a . 
thing to promote school unity; they 
don't do enough as it is. Yeah, it''S 
a good idea," Robert Quinn '92, 
said. 
"It's wonderful that they are re-
viving a dying medium," John 
Klucina '94 said "Drive-ins across 
the nation are closing down." 
But not everyone shares the view 
that it will be successful. 
"It's a good idea for something 
to do on the weekend, but I don't 
think it'll be a big hit," Edward · 
Gagnon '94, said. 
The evening will start light with 
some Looney T oons cartoons and 
segue into Cape Fear. 
Admission is· free and open to 
everyone, and concessions will be 
available. Any profits from the 
movie will go towards defraying 
the cost of the evenL 
Christa Anoll also contributed 
to rhis article. 
EXTRA! EXTRA! 
Are you interested in writing for entertainment? 
-If so, we are always looking for new talent. 
Contact: 
Chris Gervais, entertainment ~ditor or 
A-aton Williams, assistant entertainment editor 
or stop by the Ithacan office at Park 269 or call 
at _27 4-3207 . 
, 1 I ~ • ' 
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THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE 
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING 
INTODEBt 
Under the Anny's Loan Repayment program, you 
could get out from under with a three-year enlistment. 
Each year you serve on active duty reduces your 
indebtedness by one-third or $1, 500, whichever amount 
is greater. 
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans, 
and.certain other federally insured loans, which are not 
in default. 
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits 
you'll earn from the Anny. Ask your Army Recruiter. 
272-1101 
Ithaca Recruiting Station 
./ 
~Y. BE. ALL YOU ·CAN BE. 
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Metal and thra-sh fuse with rap 
By Michael Simonoff 
Parents, hide your children. Faint of heart, 
cup your ears. Above all, members of iaw 
enforcement mn for your lives--as .far as 
pos&ble. 
Mooseman on bass, 
D~Roc on rhythm 
guitars and 
Beabnaster "V" on 
drums, do a pretty 
convincing job of 
donning the leather 
and spikes. 
I REVIEW I surprises here. Arguably, the 
most entertaining 
and lighthearted 
track on this album 
is entitled "KKK 
Bitch." The song is 
prefaced by one of 
Ice-T's trademark 
sermons, saying, 
''The problem isn't 
the lyrics on the 
records of the black 
artist The real prob-
lem is the white girl 
falling in love with 
the black man." 
while on tour in the deep South iast year. 
Not only were the girls in question ready, 
willing and white, but they were all also 
affiliated with either the KKK, the Neo-
Nazi, or the Skinhead movement. Also men-
tioned among the Body Count harem are 
Tipper Gore's two twelve year-old nieces. 
Ice-T and his friends have come together 
to form anew group and record anew album. 
Body Count is the name of the band, and 
it is fitting. Apparently, the Lollapalooza 
Tour had such an effect on Ice-T that he 
decidedtomakeaforayintohard-core,metal-
type music. 
One may tend to draw a comparison from 
this Ice-T experiment to David Bowie's pet 
project, the alternative-styled band Tin Ma-
chine. However, Ice-T has taken more of a 
risk, converting to an entirely different genre 
of music. 
Fans of Ice-Twill find the voice and tone 
of this album, Cop Killer, familiar. Social 
interpretations are interwoven with humor, 
violence, more four letter words than a "Dice" 
Clay concert and the ever-present disgust for 
law enforcement--especially the Los Ange-
les Police Department (LAPD). 
Tracks like "Smoked Pork," "Out in the 
Parking Lot," and "Cop Killer" make Body 
Count's opinion of law enforcement crystal 
clear: they don't like 'em too much. 
The band, with Ernie C. on guitars, 
Comparisons can 
be drawn from Body 
Count' s sound to that 
of 24-7-Spyz, An-
thrax, Suicidal Ten-
dencies and even 
shades of Black Sab-
bath peek through. 
The music is more 
guitar-laden metal 
than anything else, 
but funk undertones with rap-influenced lyr-
ics invade every song. 
Needless to say, Cop Killer is not an 
album to serve wine and cheese to. 
This is an album to be played in murky 
weight rooms, during rush-hour traffic, at 
seriously wild parties. -
The songs are definitely not for everyone, 
as the parental advisory label clearly warns 
potential buyers. However, the audience that 
this album · is meant to reach will find no 
HotTruck---------
continuec1 from page 14 the personal contact" 
little dictionary is the only advertis- Bob also likes his customers, the 
ing I do." students. He's seen a lot of change 
The Hot Truck was originally a over the past 32 years, especially 
part of Johnny's Big Red Grill in changes in the students. 
Collegetown. "I was here when the girls had to 
"My father's Johnny; he's still signoutby I0:30p.m.; theycouldn't 
alive, too," Bob smiles and pushes be out at night. Then, a 'late night' 
some of his shor:t gray ruµr back, was 1:30 a.m.," Bob said. But that 
"From 1919 to 1981, he was there. was 20 or 30 years ago. Now, Bob 
He started with his sister and doesn't even arrive until around 
brother-in-law; they bu_ilt the 10:39 p.m~ on weekends, and stays 
building ·where Johnny's ~~y. · ·until 'there's no one left, usuall)_' 
"We needed a delivery service. I around 5:30 a.m. 
came to do this, never dreaming I Despitetheffitdhoursandsome- · 
wouldstayouthere.Ithoughtl'dbe what unconventional job, Bob is 
· in the restaurant business, since I far from eager to leave. 
was brought up in it," Bob chuck- "I haven't thought about retir-
les, obviously pleased with the way ing. I'll be here another fom or five 
, things worked out Even when his years at least-Who knows? 
father retired in 1981,Bobchose to "I enjoy my job very much; I 
keep the Truck going· instead of enjoy my work. The kids treat me 
taking over the family restaurant. great, they really do." Bob pauses 
With that said, 
the thrash-paced 
guitars backed by furious drumming are un-
leashed. 
Ice-T addresses the listener as if in'a live 
(in concert) setting, calling the song a "Body 
Count love story," and urging the listening 
audience to "check out the lyrics." 
Ice-T uses his unique brand of humor and 
vulgarity to recount a story, with some obvi-
ous embellishments, about what happened to 
the band when he and the rest of the members 
met some "ready ·and willing" white girls 
"KKK Bitch" and Body Count songs like 
it work for the intended listener when the 
lyrics take center-stage. The music is at the 
very least serviceable-at some points quite 
impressive-but cannot be depended upon to 
sustain any one song. 
Other attention-getting songs on Cop 
Killer include "Voodoo," a story about a man 
who pays a high price for getting involved 
with black magic, "There Goes the Neigh-
borhood," sung from the perspective of a 
young white bigot complaining about "them 
f---in' niggas [with] those rock guitars" in-
vading a traditionally white-dominated mu-
sical genre. ,: i 
Black racism is also explored on 
"Momma' s Gotta Die Tonight." Perhaps the 
most immature track, but attention-getting 
nevertheless, is "Evil Dick." Be assmed that 
the assumption drawn from the song's title is 
exactly correct 
As mentioned earlier, the taunting of the 
See "Body Count," page 18 
"My-father handed me the key and looks up.from the sandwich 
andlsaid 'sellit.'Irealized I didn't he's cutting. "I feel I have a better 
wanttostaythere,"Bobsaid "Hike job tllan the president." 
Ithacan/Christopher Burke 
- The Hot Truck resembles an Ice-cream truck, but for late-night food, It's the hottest place In town. 
L AD ES N GH 
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KARAOKE 
Karaoke .(kare • ee • oh' • kee) • n. l. a. tun-filled evening 
of sing-a.long where iru:Uviduals sing Jyrl.CS to their 
fa.vol'!te songs, with orlglDal background music. See Ithaca Ra.mads.. 
·Every Thursday at the Gazebo, Ramada Inn, downtown Ithaca 
~-mh~ 
9:00 PM - 1 :00 AM. 
21 and over please 
For details and information call 607-272-1000 
SHABBAT DINNER THIS WEEK 
IS IN THE PASS·OVER KITCHEN 
New· Hall, ~rd Floor Lounge 
Shabbat Shalom! 
&· 
__ ... M~PPY. Pas.~over! 
. : '- .. ~ -. ~. - ~ ' . 
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Classified and Personal 
ads will be accepted, as 
will letters .to the Editor. 
April 30, 1992· will be the 
last publication of this e 
acad'emJ·c year . 
.. ~r.,._._.._._,,..,..,.,. •·-•-••••• .. --·•·• __ ,_,1111 ___ __________ ... ______ .,> 
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Othello 
. Continued from page 13 
, performance. Thestagewasquickly 
and easily transformed between the 
scenes even using the characters~ 
themselves as the props people. This 
provided a relatively uninterrupted 
setting that moved fluidly through 
the action-filled ploL 
The costuming also deserves 
special recognition. The rich fab-
rics and flowing gowns were en-
tirely fitting with the era in which 
the play was written. They added 
significantly to the credloility of 
the performance and had the ver-
satility necessary for this high ac-
tion play that could not afford 
lengthy costume changes to break 
the mo_mentum. 
This exceptional performance 
ended the season for the Ithaca Col-
lege Theatre Department and dis-
played the talent, not only of 
Ithaca's fine actors, but also of set 
designers, costume and prop crews. 
Thefastpaced,action-filledstory 
never once lost the attention of an 
.... } audience that was enthralled by 
some of the performers who used 
this oppornmity to shine. 
Performances begin each 
evening at 8 p.m. and run from 
April 21-25 including a Saturday 
matinee at 2 p.m .. For more infor-
mation or reservations, contact the 
Box Office at 274-3224. 
CARMITA'S 
S'Sfil£~~. ~ Formals and 
semi-/ ormals 
We buy and sell new and nearly-new 
women's formal wear and much more . 
Did you ooly get lo wear that special 
dress once? Tired of your clolhes'? Bring 
-us youn and buy some morel 
111 West State St.·, Ithaca _ 
7e04e4,, 




• Exquisite Chocolates 
, . •Balloons• Imported Soaps;. 
The Plantation 
130 Ithaca Commons 
273-7231 
Mo~., Wed., Sat. 
-
10-5:30 
Thurs., Fri .. 10-9 . 
Sundays 11-4 
Daily Delivery, except Sunday 
~ We can help you find 
, ..... MONEY 
FOR 
COLLEGE 
Every Student is Eligible for 
Financial Aid 
• · Comprehonslve Databaso - over 200,000 
listings represent over $1 o billion in privaie 
sedor financial aid. 
• E.,sy To Use -we match up students to 
awards based on information \:"'ided 
including career plans, family ritage, 
and acaaemic interests. 
,.,-,:;-~• • Unlc~t Awards - our research department has ed scholarshps for goff caddies, 
left-handed students, cheerleaders, non-
smokers, and more. 
• Guaran1H - we wiD find at least seven 
sources of private sector financial aid, or 
we will refund your money. • 
For more infonnation and our FREE 
~> brochure, please complete and mail the 
coupon below. 
--------Please send FREE scholarship I information to: I 
·1 =-= I I ca,: Sllll:-~-1 I Y•~Sc:tlaol: I 
......... ~) 
: .. ~, I 111111 ID: COLLEGE FUND FINDERS I 
109HOR10NRD. 
-L--·- -- ....... -NEWf!IELD.JfY148n.--:.J.·· 
--------,, 
Art 
Continued from page· 13 
Ghirado, associate professor of the 
art department said 
"I actually went in [the gallery] 
forthefood--Ididn'texpectmuch," 
JessicaDean '91,said. "Butlreally 
like iL There's a good variety of 
mediums shown [in the exhibition]. 
It's greai." 
Many of the works are untitled 
which Skopik said is "common in 
contemporary art because many 
artists feel that titles cause a dis-
traction for the person viewing the 
work." 
In addition, there are several 
themes evident in the exhibition. 
"It would be hard to say that 
there is any one direction among 
the students'· works," Wells said. 
"The works are fun, philosophical, 
political--there is something for 
everyone." 
While the majority of the works 
are independent studies; others are 
a result of class projects. McCue 
said that most likely, all of the dis-
played works had some input from 
the students' professors. 
· According to Skopik, some of 
the students have been working on 
their projects all year. For weeks 
their works were critiqued and re-
vised with the help of the faculty. 
Their last step was to refine them. 


















feedback from the professors, but Continued from page -17 
in the end it's your decision as to LAPD (most likely inspired by the 
what you_ want- to do," Nicholas Rodney Kingbeating)on Cop Killer 
Renbeck '92, said. is relentless and almost scary .Ice-T 
The students involved with- the has proven himself as a believable 
exhibition, though, have mixed feel- acta in the films New Jack City 
ings about the event. and Ricochet, but' the sense con~ 
"I.think Jhe exhibition defmitely veyed· here is of an eerily serious 
is a good· oppommity for us -as se- nature. 
niors to display OlD' work," Bill Cop Killer begin·s and ends with 
Hastings· said. "It's ·too bad there revenge-style killings.of police of-
isn't more opportunity." ficers, showcased in the closing 
"There's a lot of valid artwork 
"You wanna get.high as and photography work out there 
{fromthestudents],"SusieStephens the sky/You're ldssin' 
said. "It's too bad that it's all your life goodbye/You 
crammed into one show. I think think it's a game that there should be a separate photog-
raphy show and art show." you play/But the win-
However, the Senior StudentEx- ners lose someday." 
hibition is the only opportunity for 
-"The Winner Loses" 
the seniors to display their works, 
and so, both students and faculty track "Cop Killer." 
alike take the event very seriously. The song describes the prepara-
"The show represents fonnally tion and emotion involved in a pre-
and technically what is of interest meditated cop slaying, with lyrics 
to the studenL It gives the seniors a like "I got my black shirt on/I got 
chance to pull everything together my black gloves on/I got my ski 
and finally show it to the campus" mask on/this sh-7.'s been too long/I 
Skopik said. got my twelve gauge sawed off/I 
The Senior·s1udent Exhibition got my headlights turned off/I'm 
will be on display in theHandwerlcer 'bout to bust some_ shots off/I'm 
Gallery until May 16. 'bout to dust some cops off." 
Admission is free and open to Among all these hard-core im-
the public. For more information ages, Body Count does.get serious 
call 274-3018. and sincere on ''The Winner Loses~" 
117 Seniors '92 R ffORLDTOU , 
• FR£ St 
. 
• $1.0 ·. -_,_ 
• $2 .. oo(-_: ,. 
• SPONSO'.i:-_-
Aeril 23z 1992 
an anthemic ballad about a friend 
with cocaine· addiction. 
The lyrics ·document the-drug-
addicted character's downward'spi-
ra1 from borrowing nioney, to·com-
mitting_acrim~, to cocaine-induced 
heart attack and death. 
The chorus reinforces the song's 
message: "You wanna get high as 
the sky/You're kissin' your life 




sage-laden track is "Bowels of the 
Devil." 
Ice-T speaks from the point of 
view of a young black gang mem-
berwhokillsastrangerinangerand 
is sent to prison as a resulL The 
song details the character's regrets 
and recounts the lifestyle he pur-
sued that led up to the shooting. 
Cop Killer, while it may not be a 
musical masterpiece accessible to 
large audiences, does break new 
ground in the music industry . 
In Body Count we have a criti-
cally acclaimed, hard-core rapper 
who has gotten his feet wet in wa-
terswheretherehadpreviouslybeen 
an unwritten "whites only" rule. 
There are other black bands out 
there like Body Count who will 
probably benefit from the shock 
waves this album will create. 
. ·: -::·;; ... {.· 




GET IN Fit£~ 
, ; $ RITE 
, ··THEY 
The Student Activities Board 
_ , Proudly Presents 
Ithaca College's First Ever "Free" Drive-In Movie 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
: FRIDAY- April 24 SATURDAY- April 25 : 
• CAPE FEAR CAPE FEAR : 
: DRIVE - IN Rain Date • 
: See above for details : 
: SUNDAY-April 26 : 
• 2:00 p.m. : 
: CAPE FEAR • 
: 6:00 p.m. : 
: OTHER PEOPLE'S MONEY : 
• 9:00 p.m. • 
: - OTHER PEOPLE'S MONEY : 
• • 
• • 
• £RICE PLACE : 
: FRL.& SAT.-FREE FRI. & SAT.~- O-LOT • 
_ : -- ~UN. -$2.00 SUN. - TEXTOR 102 : 
•· . . 
·~···~···~··············~··~············· 
- .. --- -- --- -- ... -.. -- ~ ... -- ~- .. 
20 THE ITHACAN 
'· PERSOJiALS · 
Matt, Matt, Jay, Coui:tn~y. Ryan, 
Dave, Amy, and everyone~ in 
-CLASSIFIEtJS'····'t··· .. ·. .. ,, . ' ':-'"' ~ ·, - ' '.· 
Ithaca Solar Townhouses, Jarge4 
and 8 bedroom units, warm 
woodstove~laces, 1 lf?. and 4 
baths, furnished, free parking ·and 
walk to I.C. Broker, 273-9300. 
6 Bedroom House · 
2full baths: washer & dryer.Excel" 
lent condition .. South Hill. Avail-
able August $265 bedroom. Call 
Jim 257-161S 
summer Storage . . SUBLET· . BIG RED is Fully Insured · . 
BIG RED Picks-up._& Delivers 
BIG RED Guarantees Customer · 
· Satisr action 
· April 2-3;.1992 
. :,· -- ' 
_,'. ,',: > ·; > ., ' 
' 
Blue Jeans today. · 
Thanks + I love you N. Aurora St. 2-3 Bedroom ApL, 
Sepp furnished. Off street parking;heat 
---~------ included.Available Aug.1st 1992-
To: Queen of C Call 273-5370. 
Four bedroom house on 146 
Coddington Road.Walking di~ 
· tance to IC. Spacious and clean. 
Call 272-2000 
PAPER CRUNCH n'PING 
Pa~, Applications, RCSJlDles, Etc. 
Announcing the best summer sub-, 
let ,of a lifetime--4 gorgeous bed-
rooms, awesome view;.great loca-
tio~freeJ>8I!cing-Pricenegotiable-
-2TI-5912. Don't forget tile deck! · 
Let's talk-about it, anytime 
from me 
May all of the closeted people in 
the world know that, if for only 
one day - It's O.K. to be gay, 
lesbian, or bisexual. Wear your 
blue jeans today. 
Love John 
House, Techno, Disco, Club, 
-Industrial, Progressive, Po~. 
· . Rock. Funlc, Trash, Hi-NRG, and 
anything else with a beat! 
Pub/Coffeehouse Friday 9-12:30 
. END GAY AWARENESS WEEK 
WITHABANG?Weplan to! Pub/ 
Coffeehouse 9-12:30 Be there. Be 
proud to wear your denim ... 
Are you wearing your blue jeans? 
Do you support Human Rights? 
Support Gay Rights! . 
Wear your blue jeans TODAY! 
Do you like to dance? 
2nd Annual Denim Dance! 
Pub/Coffeehouse Friday 24th 
9-12:30 Be There. · 
Blue Jeans Day!! 
YES! It's Today! 




-the other Jaie 
BiGaLa Co-Pres- . 
J would never 'Cast you oul • Con-




We'll paint the campus pink!! 
Bahhhhh!! . 
'-TieOD. 
Hilary, Happy 20th Bitthday. . 
· · Love, Eric 
Bradley, Pl~. Shut your trap. 
Toe School of Music 
FORRENT 
SpringwoodTownhomes.contem-
porary 1 & 2 bedroom, fireplace, 
sunfilled interior. quiet, and , pri-
vate, Broker, 273-9300. . 
Modern studio and 1 bedrooms, 
carpeted,fumished,niceyanl.~ 
dry center, walk to I.e., Broker, 
· 273-9300. 
'-----------
'··Four Bedroom_ cape Cod, brick 
". firepJace; hardwood floors, formal 
-,A.Jt, DR, eat-in kitchen, full base,. 
·, ment, laundry center, 2 car garage, 
:.Broker, 273-'9300 · 
South Hill- Prime Locations 
2 Houses for rent: fust house is a 5-
6 bedroom. Second house is a 6-7 
bedroom house. All houses are fur-
nished with off-street parking. 
AvailableAug. lstJ992-:.273-5370 
ITHACA COMMONS 
·Above Resistance Hair Salon 
Large 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms. New 
furniture. Balcony. High ceilings. 
Bus to IC at comer. 273-9462. 
Picnic on a ~rch of your own! 
$765 includes heat and hot water! 
Large, three bedroom apartments. 
Nice neiihborhood, downtown & 
on bus line. Evenings and Week-
ends, 273-1654, 532=4767. , 
EX1RA NICE ONE BEDROOM 
STUDIOS on q)MMONS 
New, yery nicely furnished, dish-
washer,microwave,intercom/secu-
rity, carpeted. From 475.00 includ-
ing heaLJune & August leases. Call 
Cayuga Sunset 277-6961. 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
Excellent condition with new de-
signer kitchen, spacious rooms,fur-
nished, porch, free parking & laun-
dry. Great location. $250/person. 
A vailableJuneor August.273-4781 
Townhouse style duplex. Large, 3 
flr,3 bedroom apt Wash/dry.deck, 
lawn.private. 3 mi. to IC. Call Tony 
at272M02. , _ 
Four bedroom house on 146·-
CoddingtonRoad. Wa1kingdistance 
to IC. S~cious and clean, washer, 
dryer and dishwasher. Hardwood 
floors. ~':!~t neidlborhood, beauti-
ful end tporcn,gara~andmore. 
June or August 1~. $1100 plus 
utilities. Call Ted 272-6130. 
Washer, dryer and dishwasher. 
Hardwood FlOOIS. Quiet/Peaceful 
neighborhood Beautiful enclosed 
front porch, garage and more. Par-
tially furnished. June or August, 
lease. $1 lOOplus utilities. Call Ted 
. 272-6130. "' 
Unusual Contemporary Townhouse 
Available from June. July, or Au-
gust '92. 3 bedrooms, will 
accomodate 4 people. 2 baths, free 
heated garage, additional free park-
ing, sky-light entry, walled garden, 
covered balcony,. pets allowed. 
Walk to IC, Cornell.Commons and 
all buses. Price from $1000or $250 
perperson. Callanytime,257-7077. 
LUXURY TOWNHOUSES 
3 bedrooms 1 1/2 baths furnished 
townhouses on South.Hill Washer, 
dryer,microwave,hardwoodfloors, 
patio and parking. Available for 
June or August leases from $26S 
per person. James E. Gardner, Jr. 
· 277-3232. · . 
Hillview 




CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED 
89MERCEDES ....................... $200 
86VW ........................................ $50 
871\.mRCEDES ......• ~ ............... $100 
6SMUSTANG .......................... $50 
Choose from thousandsstarting$25. 
FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals 
Details 801-379-2929 Copyright 
#NY26IOC 
DOUBLE HEADER: Walk to J.C. 
Live in 3 bedroom or 1 bedroom 
unit. Century 21 Wagner Realty 
277-3100 ask for PAMELA 
SACKETT 
Hideaway: 2 bedroom House bor-
deringFinger Lakes Trail- miles of 
hiking,skiing. $64,421.00minutes 
to I.C~ Century 21 Wagner Realty 
ask for PAMELA .SACKETT 
NEW - WaitinS for ·You! 3 bed-
Summer Sublet...:..Circle AJ)ts. 1-2 
bedrooms $16S, free parking, free 
garbage removal.: Dlione already 
IIIS~ed. Call 27.,-4726. . 





Summer Sublet-1-2 bedrooms. 
Great location, Hudson SL· near 
Commons. Dishwasher, phone, 
cable. Call 273-6337. _. 
Summer Sublet 
2-3 rooms available. Pleasant St 
Washer, Dryer, Phone, Cable, 2 
full baths, $160. 277-4660. _ 
HOT SUBLET! 
On Prospect. Fall of '92 
Cheap! 256-9468, 
Summer Sublet . 
Near back entrance to J.C. Spa-
cio~ Backyard- Unbeatable price. 
Call 272-4187 2 & ·3 bedroom furnished apart- room, 2 bath raised.ranch. ·Gentle 
ments with covertl(l parking, on-- ~.2+acre~pinetrees.Chann- SummerSublet-ColumbiaSL 1/l 
site~undry. wall tQwall-cmpeting, !Ilg decks.special features. Owner · room~avail.newlyrenovared.Price 
spacious .rooms. large .closets, on . IS L.R.E.S. Cennuy 21 Wagner negotiable. Call 256-8911 
bus route starting at $220 per per- Realty 277-3100 ask for PAMELA 
son. A GREAT LOCATION FOR SACKETT -- Rent Possible. Summer Sublet 
IC.JamesE. Gatdner,Jr.277-3232. .One Way Airlines tickets for sale. 1 or .2 Bedrooms available. 2min-
I ha Atl I h utes from Ithaca Campus. On the 2, 3. 4 and 5 bedroom Apanments . t ca l9 . ~ta ·or t aca to . bus route. Free parkirig. Phone al-
Downtown, available June 1992, Kennedy.Monday.May 18th· TWA ready installed. Good price - Very 
starting at $240/br plus utilities, $lOO.OOMichele256-l044 ·Nego~ble.,~e256-i694 
274-3627, 272-J~74 ,ev~_gs:& · _ ... .. Fall Sublet'-: .. ·. ,:·· .. _. 
m~ges~ . . NOTICES 
Need someone to rent my room in 
East Hill-I, 2. and 3 bedroom ---------- a three.bedroom apt.Fall semester. 
apodments awilablefor92/93. An. STUDY ABROAD IN Free~ to downtown, 
old mansion with nice woodwork. ~USTRALIA - . Greafprice, · · ~ Allie256-7694 
large rooms. Includes all utilities, Inf~auon on sem~. Yeati over summer (215) 947-6007 . 
-~ -·-:1-·b1- ,.., • d graduate. summer-and mtemship · . . , · ,. : , · 11 
... A&llg--av- - .c.verungs an . pro inPerth;·Townsville, _ ..,._ : ._ .J_ _ _ 
Weekends, 273-1654, 532-4767. . =y~ and Melbourne. - ROOMMATES 
House for Rent· · . Programs start~ $3520. : ·-·------------
New house. 4 Bedroom. Walle to Call 1-800-878-3696. FINGER LAKES ROOMATE I.e. Fc!:ce· Garage. Deck. July ADOPTION ii, ' 1 • ' SERVICE / Let us look for that 
~. 272--372'4 . . ·"arm!. ovmg, pro- petfect~mmateforyoliwltileyou 
A GREAT SELECTION fesStonalco~gforababy are away for.the summer. 1-800-
of3&4BEDROOMAPART- t':J,~;.:'1~-~~:.:· _ss_s_-2_1_85 ___ · -----
YOU TIUNK YOU'VE LEFr MENTS & HOUSES music/warmth,. Slrollg family life/ . .,· --. -. ------
. IT TOO.LATE? * lOor 12mo.lemes values,quality~ucauon,full..:tiple JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
• 1 ti will bel 1 • DOWNTOWN and near mom. We are.~ to talk with. 
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE ON 
174 KENDALL A VENUE. COM-
PLETELY FURNISHED. LAUN-
DRY.PARKING. LARGE YARD 
WITHPICNICTABLE.$250PER 
PERSON. PLUS UT·ILITIES. 
AVAILABLE AUG. 277-2568 
Housmg So u ons P CORNELL I..esalkOO:fidential. Allowable ex- _ . 
lfyou'relookingtosubletor •a.BAN pensespaid. · . . · ALASKASlJMMEREMPLQY-
looking fm a place next year then •PARKING. Call Nancy· at 919-942-9666. MENT • fis~ ~-~5.000+/ 
give us a call: Housing Solu- • 24 Hour Maintenance Service · • • . month. Flee transpmtationl:Room 
tions• 103 Dryden Rd •272-ti091 • HEAT INCLUDED IN Oscar Wmners ~ Nommees · & Board! Over8,000opemngs. No 
4 Bedroom Townhouse SEVERAL LOCATIONS Silence:c:i~c::~~KinJt. experi~ce n~sary.· Mak or 
225 bedroom - 1 minute-from I.C. · -CALLC.~.P. MANAGEMENTf°': Thelma and Lomse'*Termiriator 1: femaJe. ~or employment program_ 
1 1/2 baths Excellent condition. · more details 27-7-f:961. _ · Boyz in thelf<?OO•City Slickers· ·call 1-206-545-41S5 ex( 1692. 
Available August or sooner if pre- CommonS West . · Rambling R~ - . THERE'S· A JOB FOR YOU iN 
fmed. Call Jim 257-1615 Downtown,lthacaCommons:New COLLEGETOWN VIDEO S CAMP 
..... dios,one,andtwobedroomsm·· · 103:DRYDEN · : . A UMMER · 
~t full service elevator building. SUMMER TO-.URS. · i-r1O 'CT m.o:Dt-J : The American Camping Associa-
- , Highceilings,bigrooms,hugewin- . · .. ....u~ r.c.; ... ~on (NY). will~ your 8J)l>lica-
do L 1.;;.1. • w;:,_.__ AUSTRALIA.ANpTIIEGREBIC ttonsavail,toover300campsmtbe ws. uxury uaua, eat-m·ar.m;m;u, · ISLAND~ •. 15-l~: days~ All.· ex- ·. North_ eut:_Exciting opporumities 
=dryw~~ :\~r}f.~ -: • ~si,aidmcluoo.iim~$139S:- forcollegestuden~andprofession.: WHY TAKE ' . A CHANCE? 
ONLY 3 JAMES ST. 
TOWNHOUSES Ll;FT_! 
ONE PERSON APARTMENT 
Downtown efficiency in top condi-
tion. Laundry, parlcing. $350 in-
cludes. Available June or August 
273-4781. 
SERVICES 
- $1798'. Call Contikff O'UIS 1-80().; · als~ . Positions avail: an land and 
950-1037 ext..#2 ... waterc,kitchen~m~temµi~. 
Fihn Buffs: aman crafts,~mUSic,dance, 
The Nasty Girl*May Fools ~. tripping,R.N.s, M.D.~ath:. 
Veronika V oss!CJiocolat leuc, waterfront,andboating direc-· 
Matador* Angel at M)" Table · tors. Benefits may include college· 
Wings of Desire~Tatie Danielle credit, travel expenses. Ex})e!'ience 
Idiot*My Twentieth Century or ~ertification not necessarily re-
Maniage of Maria Braun qwred. CALL OR WRITE FOR 
u ....... H · k (,74) y · · MyBeautiful'Laundrette*Ju-Dou APC PLICAT1ON. ·AMERICAN 
'! ..... •s er~ • oice MORE FOREIGN MOVIES AMPING ASSOCIATION 12 
Teac~er .. :fechruque, ReP.Crtory, Tlln..T~u-r.n: . - West 31st St. New York N' y Readin~nce 502 Uruverstiy - uuu-.. .cY .cA, . . - , , • • 
Ave, I • .272-2892. . . --1 .. • - ~oll~geto~irVi~*l03 Dryden · IOOO!· 1~800-777-CAMP. . 
· 4-BEDROOM 3-BEDROOM HEADSHO'.J'S· . · .· :-· Gr'ildiiatjo_n R,ooms:.for :family . ./ J..oo~gforaGreatS.uJJ1merJ~b? _ 
$265/Pf:> $28_0/PP Ex· · ed. · · · · ii; b ·w . : friends~:ambtlflbrooglfHang$' .· Elon~ Job Opportunity ReJXm · · 
· M~~~mafa~o~ ;tudiJ.~: '.:neairC:_Bed~B~LCalf 27~- · · .A~ofHospitality·lndustry 
ALL UNITS INCLUDE: NEW FU~NITURE, · By appointmenf277-56~«i~~ ~ : ::~:·?<;~~,~~c,t~'.7~2t<)~.) '.'.:: .. .. ;: · ·_.:::.- · , :empley~,job~ti9n~~ wages. 
FREE.PARKING, WASHERS & DRYERS , * . * --• .. • ·-<•·,.·. -•-,";Resumania.:A,rrionecmnivm$iOO.- .andliollSlllg.Lll!ls.A~ttons,Re- . 
CALL·, ' ' ... ,-CK A. 27.' 1' _'.3· 133 9A ·5p ' '•' ' .'· ·. "BIG RED ·:, ··<,:_: :~· ,;:~;-~r~g~meiitn~: '~11Hoteps'' 'ants:dc~·! ~hips; ~~er ' 
' ' _... ~ ,,,, - . SHIPPING. & . STORA'(;E,: .. ·' ,, te·'' ',,., ... ,..,:,Yflniie fiomRiln-: .':-'I'~·'.. ,more:r.pi:youtcopr·:·.: 
' ' A 21· 3 ·0553 6P 10P 2 7 ~ •·. z 'o·:<o':-o< ~~~Peaanrl'to'C,, .,., '• 'o;:,~$8.9S·to Career Resea«b' 
___ , .. _ . -~ . _ . • . •. _ . . , , .. _ - · .. ·, · ~ · _. uuJQ,...,"'wing._. _, .. ~- ntOU'Ow. . 7226W.Colonial,n. Suite 
. .. ·· -- - · · • .. •- • · .: · · * ·· ' •: ',: ... _._. · , at S·OO· i,214-3365' · · · ·· · ·. -- . ·· 249 Orland · .i:r · ·_ · .. ~&., · 
: \/:-.~-~~it~~~~~t~~~~~ ;{:..t::t::~\.i}tif.:i~~~;:·,~,-~----~./::·.::· ~':·,;:".'.'·- ,·.•:,..--:-:, /,-,.~· ,. -~~: ,~ ·:~- :-::':'-;;f'~---··-i_, --~ -.'~;~-~!~l8-!F~:(-:·i· .· 
.;::~-• .:.::.-=-.r:~~-r-:-:::-.¼·j~ .-:-:!f~-=--::~- _ . __ . _ ............ 1-W."!.."li.'\'\-t'\ ~>t.'\"\S, , ~n .-.-,.-fl ·, . " . . . . . ,...,,="· -•-•.· .-;_ .... ~. ~ • l's ~llN-.• _ · . 
, , f •, , , ' ' , , , > t I,,' l I• 
, I .J JI 
:, ~:~- t...'-' 
April 23. 1992 -
[)Ot{T Mf>.~E ME GO TCl SCI-\OOL! LEGGC! O't-1! '5101'.' '(C'JIJ DoN'I" 
PLEASE Dot-l'r MM:E. ME! \.\Ell'.' UNDER5TM~I)! t".'( \\o~scorE 
i-Vi.~8£. n:ior,..'(5 "C>Pro'SIT'c SEX 
\.IQR09::.Cl~ FINDS '(oo 
'NOt-lt COME \RR~S\S1\BLE. 
TRUE. I OOt-(, HEE HEE HEE ! 
/IANT A Ll.lC.t'I ~r""\~,.,_,,-
DA'( FOR LOVE.! L 
.---..--- ~,/ ~ 





SM'S I"M IRRE'S\'STIBLE TO 
GIRLS TOIJf>..'\ ! l'M TOO 
POPULf>.R. .' l'M 60\NG Tu GIT 
8\G D\1/\DE~l)S' AUGG\-1\-\\-\! 
I Dot-l1 BELIEVE 
IN A'S1ROlOG'l 
AN.~ MORE! It's 




















NO JOY I~ MOPVILLE 
THE ITHACAN 21 
High drama at the Arthropod Trade Center 
4 22 
1' 
~li] .; :, ' _§ 
* ·1 
"Dang! That dog's been up on the sofa again, Hank -
I just know it!" 
By BERKELEY BREATHED OUTLAND 
___ ... 
,_ 
.,;r~2 THE ITHACAN April 23, 1992 
-upset win on road breaksfiv;e-game skid 
By Rorie Pickman said. "We were really playing well as a 
Looks can be deceiving. especially when unit". · 
a2-8 team takes on a tougher 5-2 squad that The'Bom_bers had a 5-1 leadat the end of 
hasthehomefieldadvantage.Onpaper.the · the first half with freshman attack Erinn 
Ithaca College women's. lacrosse team Bartlett scoring the first IC goal less than 
would not have been expected to fare well. two minutes into the half. 
Games, hQwever. are not played on paper. The Continentals responded with a goal 
_________ .____ from Kerry O'Mally one minute later, but 
Ithaca's junior attack/midfield Jeannine 
Joseph took over from there. She got three 
goals in a row in order to give them a 4-1 
WOMEN'S LACROSSE 
The Bombers took a five-game losing 
streak to Hamilton College Tuesday after-
noon and defeated the Continentals, 7-6. 
With the win, IC is now 3-8, and Hamilton 
dropped to 5-3. 
The Bombers combined a strong offen-
sive first half with quality teamwork to 




and it was followed by one from teammate 
Tara Szigethy less than a minute later. 
Hamilton made a comeback in the sec-
ond half, scoring five goals, but it wasn't 
enough. Junior attack Cheryl Smith added 
. two goals to keep the Bombers in the lead. 
Ithaca also received a strong perfor-
K om me J and company get 
~ .. lost, then finish fifth · 
By Brian Chuck 
'Generally speaking, it is not a good· 
omen when a team gets lost driving to a 
tournament 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
This proved to be true when the Ithaca 
College women's tennis team travelled to 
the Middlebury Invitational last weekend. 
The team arrived late, and struggled to a 
fifth place finish among the seven teams. 
The team felt that its travel misfortunes 
did have an effect on their play. "It was 
really rough," Elyse Slepian said. "A Jot of 
them (players) had to go out there without 
any wannups." 
Toe team was able to manage just three 
singles wins. Julie Yanko was victorious in 
the first round, 6-2, 6-3. She was forced to 
retire in the second round of singles play 
due to shin splints. "It was awful," Yanko 
said." I couldn't even move." 
The other wins came from Yael Levy 
and Slepian. Levy, playing second singles, 
won her first round match 1-6, 7-6, 6-1. 
Slepian, playing third singles, won her 
first round match 7-6 (7-5), 6-4. Kommel 
was impressed "It was our only (singles)· 
victory versus someone who was ranked 
ahead of us," he said. 
The most significant matches may have 
been the doubles team of Yanko and Cheryl 
Dunkeil. Theduocouldhavepossiblymade 
the Nationals had they gone undefeated 
Playing the fifth ranked team in the 
F.ast, Yanko and Dunkeil dropped the first 
set but rallied to win, 5-7, 6-1, 6-3. They 
then moved on to the second round. With 
the rest of the team watching, the duo lost 
in straight sets to the number two seeded 
Middlebury, 6-4, 6-4. _A disappointed 
Dunkeil said, ··w ecouldhave beaten them, 
we were just really tired." 
Men;s Lax---------------
continuec1 from page 25 
other team scores. When a player is in the 
box for a normal penalty, he is released if 
the opponent scores. 
Long is somewhat puzzled as to why 
,A this keeps happening. "I don't know why 
the guys keep trying to get away with this, 
cit wasn't like it was the turning point of the 
game but it still hurt us being behind 12-8." 
The Bombers were led by two three-
goal performances from their scoring lead-
ers Charlie Shoulberg and Danny Sheehan. 
Midfielders Tim Little and Thompson 
chipped in with two goals each. 
The laxmen were also aided by a 14-
save performance from Dale Neely in his 
first Stan since the Cortland State game. He 
has been sidelined with an injury. -
Last year's leading scorer and EAA 
, rookie of the year, attack Brian Ferry, 
J 'J returned from a bout with mononucleosis. 
The sophomore had one goal and three 
assists in his first game since the Ohio 
Wesleyan game March 14. 
Ferry could help a struggling man-up 
offense, which is averaging 1.8 goals a 
game. "Brian did areal nice job for his first 
time back. H~ isn't ready to play all out yet 
but his return will definitely help us out, 
especially on the man-up," Long said. 
Long said the loss could serve as an 
important wake-up call to his team. "It will 
be interesting to see how the guys respond 
to the way we played on Saturday. I would 
be surprised if some eyes don't open up 
and see that we have to improve," he said. 
Long s..id that a lack of concentration 
contributed to the loss. "Hopefully we will 
walkaway from Saturday having learned a 
lesson in how important concentration is 
to us. If we do not concentrate, we do not 
win," he said. 
According to the coach, the players will 
have to step up and take charge. "It is time 
for the guys to stop looking for another guy 
to make the big play. We really need to 
pick it up early if we are going to win any 
more games this year," Long said. 
Up Next 
The Bombers travel to Alfred to play 
the Saxons in another Empire Athletic 
AssociationcontesL The game isarematch 
of last year's overtime 10-9 win for the 
Bombers. That win gave IC its first EAA 
titleand5-0recordin theconference. With 
16 Saxons returning, the game expects to 
be the same type of physical matchup as 
last year. 
"They put together a bunch of different 
looks, and we are really going to have to 
react on the fly," Long said. "We are just 
going to concentrate on our game and try to 
get that together instead of matching up 
with their changing looks." 
--~~~ Freshmen--------------
continuec1 from page 25 The stats show Bums has~ a tough 
was injured. He stepped in and did a more obstacle for IC'sopponents. He has played 
thancapablejob.Bumsrealizedtheimpor- in six games this year, compiling a 8.05 
tance of the situation. "I had to step into a goals against average and a .522 save per-
~ tough situation and do my best," he said. centage.MostimpressiveisBurns' perfect 
Putting a freshman into such a high- 4-0 record. 
pressure situation is usually not something The Bombers are presently ranked fifth 
coaches want to do: Long said that he was in the country. With most of ·the team 
·worriedaboutthesituation, but Bums came · returning from last season's league cham-
through. "He rose to the occasion and got pionship squad, Sheehan and Burns said 
tough~ as the games went on," Long said this will be the year that the Bombers go all 
Burns was tough enough to be named the way. Sheehan said, "Everyone plays 
_ 4-. .J Empire Athletic Association (EAA)rookie · together because we have a job to do." 
of the week, for March 30. 
"It was a strong first half/or us. 
We were really playing as a 
unit." 
·- Head coach Andrea Golden 
mance in the cage from sophomore ~obin 
Boughey. The goalie had 12 saves of the 18 
shots on goal she faced. Joseph led the Bombers 
in scoring with her three goals and one assist, 
and Smith chipped in two goals.KenjaAckennan 
and Julie Stone were strong on defense for 
Ithaca. 
St. Lawrence 7, Ithaca 6 . 
Tuesday's victory was preceded by a tough 
loss to SL Lawrence at the Bombers Upper 
Terrace Field Saturday. The Bombers fell 7-6, 
giving IC its fifth consecutive loss. 
Golden said she thought her team rushed the 
play too much when attacking. "We needed 
to be more patient on offense," she said. The 
Bombers kept the game close, b'ailing 4-3 at 
the end of the first half. 
Szigethy had a strong game offensively, 
leading the team with three goals. ''Tara is 
showinggoodleadershiponthefield,"Golden 
said. Joseph tallied two goals and one assisL 
Smith contributed one goal. 
As for the goaltending, Boughey and 
sophomore Karen Hollands shared the cage 
time. Boughey got three saves and had seven 
goals scored against her dming her 43 min-
utes of playing time. Hollands obtained one 
save during her seven minutes at the cage. 
Upnext 
The Bombers will be in action again Thurs-
day. April 23, when they host the Hartwick 
Warriors on their upper terrace field. They 
will play at home again on Saturday when 
they host SUNY Oneonta. 
24 Hours A Day 
Fax Service 
Send or receive important correspondence 
anytime, anywhere with our fax network. 
kinko•s· 
the copy center 
409 College Ave 
·2 7 3- 0 0 5 0 
' -
We Deliver the Fastest Darkest Tan in Town! 
{@TANftl<ltu ~-
. · SON TAN CENTER ~ · 
. ns Let_ us help you get an early ~o\ start on your summer tan 
'.f-J'\\n 9ut gu\at . 
an'i te ~age Brin 
\ann\t\9~ac .--------.----•---• Single Facial Bed * Triple Facial Bed 
5 sessions 5 sessions 
for for $25 $35 
WOLFF TANNING BEDS 
M-F 8AM-9PM 
Sat &Sun 9AM -5PM 272-5598 
609 W.Clinton St. . 
(Corner Rt.13 & Clinton St.) expires 512192 
- - . 
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April .23z1992 
The Ithaca College 1991-1992 
Student Activities Board 
has had an exceptional year 
and the students on SAB 
deserve a big congratulations 



















, ·and a special t~(!,nks to 
Mike Lindberg 
THE IfflACAN 23 de 
CONGRATULATIONS 
to next vear's Executive Board!! 
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BOC Representative Suuzzaannah 
and BUDDHA!! 
RUN BY· STUDENTS-FOR STUDENTS 
.24 THE ITHACAN ' April 23, 1992 
·~l)espite cold and rain, harriers turn . in str9ng.perfo_rma1tces 
- ......., . . . 
By Marc J. Dovi 
Several aspects of the 1992 out-
door. track and field season are con-
sistent for the Bombers: the win-
ning ways of juniors Ann Marie 
DelSignore, Amy Vanaskie and 
Jason Jackson, and the· continued 
inclement weather. 
TRACK AND FIELD 
The latter has been a major ob-
stacle for many of the athletes while 
the fonner manifests itself each 
week, as evidenced by last 
weekend's Albany Invitational. 
_ A combined total of 28 men's 
and women's teams converged on 
the state capital for what proved to 
be a high quality meet, in spite of 
the weather. 
"Our athletes-really did well in 
the cold, wet conditions. Some of 
the times were surprisingly fast, but 
we're still hampered by poor 
weather," head coach Jim Nichols 
said. 
The meet spanned two days, and 
some of the distance runners took 
advantage of the ideal conditions 
Friday. DelSignore turned in an 
automatic qualifying time for na-
tionals in the 10,000-meters, as she 
beat the field by over a minute. She 
also met the provisional standard in 
the3000-meterrun,assbeplaced 
second. 
Vanaskiecaptured the 100-meter 
dash, with fellow teammates She!_ley 
Pace and Debbie Krieger placing 
second and seventh, respectively. 
"Just having three runners in the 
finals was ex~eptional;" Nichols formances ·-:were freshmen Jason who took fourtn in the hepiathlon, 
said. . Wojciechowski in the pole vault r as well as senior Matt Stratton's tie 
Those three women will team and Colin Hoddinott in the high for third in the high jump, and 
up with Jen Potter and run in the jwnp. Both earned ·third place. sopbomoreMelissaSedlak'sfourth 
4xl00-meter event at the Penn Inthesbortandmiddledistances, in the shot puL -
Relays. Also making the trip will juniorDaveRusselltumedinoneof · - This Saturday the men's team 
be Laura Young, Mary Halloran his best times in the 40()..meters will try to three-peat at the confer-
and DelSignore. with a :51.10. He also teamed up ence championships, which Ithaca 
Young and Halloran raced to with sophomores Jeff Larkin and will host again this year. 
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Con- Ryan Lee and freshman Shawn · According to Nichols, both RIT 
.ference(ECAC)andstatequalify- Whitetoracetoaseasonbest:47.47 andSLLawrenceatewell-balanced· 
ing times in the 800-meters at AI- in the 4xl00-meter run. teams who will be gunning for 
bany. They will compete in the "If that team keeps improving, Ithaca. 
4x400-meter run at the Penn Re- they could cballenge for tops in the "We've geared our training to-
lays. state," Nichols said. ward winning again but wi~ sev-
On the men's side, Adam Andashehasdonefortheentire eral key athletes injured, we need 
Eigenrauch put forth a personal season, Jackson broke the tape fo everyone else to perform well," 
best time of 15:18 in the 5000- the 100-meter dash, and claimed Nichols said. "I'mcautiouslyopti-
meter run to qualify for the state second i,n the 200-meters. mistic, selfishly wishing for better 
meet Some other key perfonnances weatherandhopingfor-goodcrowd 
Alsonotchingsomenotableper- came from sophomore Amy Peich, support.n 
Comeback victory paces softball team to split wit.Ji LeMoyne 
By James Oppedisano 
After being rained out of two 
:nillr-? doubleheaders in five days, the 
Ithaca College softball team split a 
pair of games with LeMoyne. The 
Bombers won the f'rrst game 3-2, 
but the Dolphins came back in the 





After trailing 1-0 for most of the 
game, Ithaca scored three runs in 
the fifth to take the lead for good. 
The Bombers tied the game with 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
? \ Pregnant? . ? 
? ' · Need Help? ? 
-' ) · Call us. ? 
; ; 273-4673 ? 
?/~~l'? 
PREGNANCY CENTER 
~ Center Ithaca. Suite 2021 





TRAVEL IS OUR 
SPECIALTY 
BUT 
SERVICE IS OUR 
BUSINESS 
277•3133 
134 E. SENECA AtrlOGA ST. 





THIS OFFiCE AT TIOGA ST. 
help from the LeMoyne defense. 
Chris Pettograsso reached to sec-
ond on an error and then advanced 
to third on a single by Missy Foley. 
Another Dolphin error allowed 
Pettograsso to even the score. 
The Bomber inning continued as 
Heather Afarian and Kim 
Lamoureaux each doubled i:o drive 
in Ithaca's second and third runs. 
With the three runs, the Bombers 
have now outscored their opponents 
164 in the fifth inning this season. 
The game winning run batted in 
(RBI) was Lamoureaux's third of 
the season to go along with a .352 
batting average and 14 RBI. 
Lamoureaux is also first on the all-
time careeraverage leaders at .350, 
fourth in career RBI (50), and fifth 
in career hits (103). 
LeMoyne had its chances in the 
seventh. With the tying run on 
third, Stacy Johnson retired the 
last two batters of the game. The 
win was Johnson's 14th of the 
season, and the 28th of her career. 
The Bombers did not fair as 
well in the second game as John-
son was on the mound again due to 
~&,_ 
t?«I" ;t,/11«th«1a~111 Jiec1alttu-1: 
-. BBQ Pork_Ribs & Chicken •Marinated Steaks •Seafood• 
Wings • Sandwiches and our Belly Bustin' Salad Bar 
All you can eat salad bar featuring peel & eat shrimp, picnic 
_ salac:is, soup and chili. _,. · 
Price also includes draft beer & sangria. · 
257-1122 ~--
--,..---J j Cayuga Mall I i---i 
~~~.~-b *-JD!~ D! II ~ /:iv~a:i•d ~ ~ 
Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Now Accepting Reservations for Graduation Weekend 
/ 
several injuries to the pitching staff. 
Johnson allowed only three hits, but 
gave up four runs. Dolphin starter 
Kristin Beaton gave up only one run 
and four hits. 
The Dolphins got out to a 2-0 
lead in the fourth, when Anne 
Scheftic hit a two-out two-run 
double. Lemoyne then doubled their.-
lead, when catcher Carol Welch hit 
a tw0:-run homer in the sixth. 
Ithaca's only run was scored in 
the seventh inning without the ben-
efit of any hits. 
Despite the losing effort; John-
.. 
son pitched yet another complete 
game to up her season total to 19. 
The win was Beaton's seventh of 
the season. . 
The team is currently 17-9, and 
being led by Missy Foley and John-
son. Foley is now batting .386 with 
a team leading 34 hits, and Johnson 
is now 14-6 with a 1.50 earned run 
average (ERA), and 98 strikeouts. 
_ The Bombers will be home this 
weekend for two doubleheaders. 
On Saturday Ithaca will be taking 
on SUNY Brockport, and on Sun-
day they will face Buffalo State . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 








_ *Are you s~xually ~ctive? • • 
• 
: Are you protected against unplanned : 
• pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases (STD)? • 
• • 
: Did you know that birth control, : 
• : HIV and STD screening 11 
: are available at the J.C. Health Center and that these : 
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Software 
Did you know 
that you're eligible for big 
discounts on software? 
Call Patricia Menotti 315-253-595 l or Chris Gervais 256-8726. 
College students, faculty and administration only. Proof required. 
Take the new Apple® Macintosh® 
Powerbook"' portable computer with 
you! Macintosh power with notebook · 
convenience and all-in-one desig~! 
..... ~-- ................................................ ~ ..................... . 
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Laxers' long Win streak ends at Hartwick, 14-12 
By Jason Gonella 
Toe·key to the Ithaca College men's la-
crosse team's success the last two years has 
been its ability to control the tempo of the 
game and dominate teams with its speed and 
quickness. 
MEN'S LACROSSE 
Last Saturday, they were unable to domi-
nate, as Hartwick College won a tight 14-12 
game in Oneonta. 
The loss was the Bombers' first regular 
season setback in their last 17 regular season 
games. The defeat dropped the Bombers two 
notches to fifth in this week's national head coach Jeff Long said. 
rankings. · The Warriors offenseoutshot theBomb-
The Bombers wi:!re unable to survive a ers 52-32 in the game. However, shots did 
relentlesssix-goalandtwo-assistperfonnance not translate into goals for Hartwick early 
fromHartwickseniorSteveEvans. The War- on. Despite the sub-par Bomber perfor-
riors were also led by a 14-saveperfonnance mance, Ithaca took a 6-5 leadat the half. 
from goalie John Frank. Ithaca got off to its The game was shaping up to be much 
third slow·start in a row as Evans scored his like the games against Clarkson and RIT 
first goal ·16 seconds into the fust quarter. last week. TheBombersseemedpoisedfor 
The early goal was the' first of three in a row their usual third quarter surge to seal up 
for the Warrior senior in the fust quarter. . another victory. Instead of the usual third 
"The slow starts didn't really hurt us quarter surge by the Bombers, they were 
against Clarkson or RIT [Rochester lnstiblte outscored by the Warriors, putting them in 
of Technology) but today they jumped on us an inescapable hole. 
early and outplayed us for most of the.game," .. They had a little more fire in their eyes 
than we did and I think that is why we dido ·t 
take control. In the RIT and Clarkson games 
they made some kind of error or a lapse and 
we exploited it Hartwick didn't do that and 
that is why they beat us Saturday." Long said. 
Hartwick scored five goals in the thud 
periodtoleadl0-8.ABombernon-releasable 
penalty resulted in two Warria goals, and a 
12-8 lead that they would not lose. 
This was the second time this season the 
non-releasable stick penalty had been slapped 
on the Bombers. A non-releasable penalty in 
which the offending player can't leave the 
box until his penal,ty time is up, even if the 
See "Men's Lax," page 22 
Freshmen pass trial by fire 
By Brenda Eisenhauer 
New talent has aided the Ithaca College 
men's lacrosse team with a strong start. and 
two reasons are freshmen. Midfielder Danny 
· Sheehan and goaltender Mike Bums of West 
Genesee High School.in Camillus, N.Y .• 
have stepped up to a new level of playing 
with ease. 
Coming from a strictly disciplined pro-
gram, Sheehan and Bums said they find Ithaca 
to be more relaxed. They said the Bombers· 
more open style of play allows them more 
freedom. 
Junior defenseman Scott MacCaull, also 
of West Genesee, said the duo "came from a 
good lacrosse background and it really 
shows." 
It is usually not easy to learn to play with 
different teammates, but IC has less of a 
problem than most teams. Head coach Jeff 
Long said there is an advantage for his team 
because several players had played together 
at West Genesee. "Everyone works well to-
gether," he said. 
tive feelings about Long and his assistants 
have endured into this season. Burns said it is 
easy to socialize with the coaching staff. 
"You kind of get personal with them, they 
know what it's like from a player's stand-
point," Sheehan said. 
With 11 goals and 10 assists already this 
season, Sheehan has already contributed. At 
5'7" and 140pounds, Sheehan has not let his 
lack of size deter him. "He may be under-
sized, but he plays bigger than he·is," team-
mate Charlie Shoulberg said. 
Sheehan apparently had no problems ad-
justing to college play.Junior teammate Rick 
Maher said he sees "the confidence of a 
seasoned veteran" in Sheehan. Shoulberg 
added Sheehan was a key player from the 
beginning. 
Sheehan will have theopporblnity to show-
case his talents on a larger stage this summer. 
He is a member of the United States Junior 
World Team and will be playing in a tourna-
ment this summer at Hofstra University. 
Ithacan/ Tor Seemann 
Freshman laxer Danny Sheehan (14) maneuvers away from a Clarkson defender 
during a game on April 11. 
The two were heavily recruited by Long. 
Both men said Long• s influence was the 
main reason they came to Ithaca. Their posi-
While Sheehan has become a valuable 
member of the Bomber squad, Burns proved 
invaluable when starting keeper Dale Neely 
See "Freshmen," pa~e 22 
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At Ronk,n you·11 get the mosr thOrough, most com-
prehe8sive MCAT preparation anywhere. What could 
be better molproclice }nsuronce than that?, 
EARLY BIRO SPEtIALS . 
Dine-in and 
use 
Golden Fried Chicken 6.95 
with-French fries and side of spaghetti 
Fried Haddock 6.95 
Spaghetti & Meatballs 5.95 
823 D nh R d R , c For delivery a y oa at ogan s orne·r use 
277-6666 • llam-l:30am : 
Summer Session 1992 
Binghamton 
State University of New York 
Day and Evening Courses 
Term 1: June 1 - June 26 
Term 2: Julys-- August 14 
Term 3: Various Dates 
Areas of Study 
Afro-American & African Studies • Anthropology 
-ArrHistory •Biology• Chemistry• Cinema 
Comparative Literature • Computer Science 
Economics • Education, Special Education 
Electrical Engineering • English . 
Environmental.Studies • Geography • Geology 
Gennan, Russian, and East Asian Languages 
History• Human·oevelopment • Judaic Studies 
Management • Mathematical Sci~nces 
. Mechanical Engineering • Medieval Studies · 
-_--~-- "Mu$JC:• Nuraing·~ Philosophy• Phy$ical .. l:ducation . 
~ 7 --:i:': :·· ~hY.~· • P<?)itical Sc!ence •: ~sychology . 
· • -Romance Languages • Sociology • Women's Stud1e$ 
For More intonnatlon ... Csll (607f 777-62001 
,a.:, 
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· .: .. Aj>ril-23,.1992 
.. ·- -off.. "Other kids; .like Jeff" Gellez; Ithaca 7, Hamilton 3 . 
. ' Ch'ad Kolb and Joe Brown have In his last start, Jeff Rosengard : Santora styJDies BragottS, .6~0 
picked us up," Fazio said. Those was bashed by the Big Red, 11-3. 
were wary of !t. and they could not · Kevin· O'Connell Leon ipade the · tllree combined for seven ·ruts, two - His start Saru:rday agairist th_e Con-- By Scott L. Matson· 
Tuesday brought a return pitch-
ingmatch~upbetweenithaca'sMjke 
Santora and Cortland State's Bill 
E?rl. The two matched upon Bucky 
Freeman field March -31, when· 
Santora picked up a 14-6 victory. 
Thistimetheresultwasthesame 
for the IC sophomore starter. Ithaca 
BASEBALL 
blankedthehostDragons6-0. With 
the victory, Santora improved his 
record to 5-1, the most wins on the 
staff. The Bombers made a clean 
sweep of the season series (3-0) and 
now hold a 19-7 record, 8-0 in the 
Empire Athletic Association 
(EAA). 
Santora faced 32 batters over 
nine innings, allowing six hits and 
··posting just one strike out 
"I used the field to bac~ me up. 
~~ curve w~ ~ve~ enough so they 
sit on the fastball;" .Santora said. jump to leftfield because of an in- extra-base hits, and two RBI to l~d . -tinentaJs _WW! a Ip~ different ; _ 
·- · '.Eari mitchea· Santrira ·pitch for jury to his throwing arm: (his right the offensive attack.. · · ' · ·"".-·Roseilgardhas:been iipanddown 
pitch until the third inning. Joe shoulder);hejustputagloveon:his Mansfield 17,Ithaca8 this season. The Hamilton batters 
Brown singled to center and moved other hand and threw left hantled. Monday, Ithaca traveled to saw the up-_ajde o( Rosengarcl', as 
to third on an errant pick-off at- The· second half of the Bomber Mansfield, PA, to face the Division the Bombers posted their 18th win 
tempt by Earl. Brown then scored batting order did the·most damage. ll Mansfield Mountaineers. The step of the year, by a 7-3 margin. · 
on a sacrifice fly by John Shelsy. Rightfielder Joe.Brown went3-for- up in competif:i:<:>n was evident In another complete gaine ap-
The lone run was all Santora 4 with a double and reserve third Bomber pitcher Ed Mahoney pearance, he allowed five hits and 
needed, as opponents are batting basemanGeoffBrownextendedhis drew theshortsttaw and got the nod struck. out four. Rosengard is now 
.199 against him. The shutout ·sevengamehitstreakwitha2-for- for the start. The freshman lasted 3-2widia4.31ERA.Hamiltonhad 
dropped his earned run average 4, two RBI performance. - only 2.3 innings and was _belted for no batters that registered two hits or 
(ERA) to 2.63. Rob Coleman and Steve eight earned runs. Jon Moors en- any extta-base hits. 
"Billy[Earl]andMike[Santora] Goldberg struggled against the teredinrelief,bu~farednobettei:.In Up Next 
pitchedreally goodgames,"Dragon Dragon)~ senior lefty. Coleman Moors 3.T·innings, Mansfield The next contest for the Bomb-
head coach SteveOwens said. "Of- managed only one hit and sttuck rackedoutsevenmorerunsoneight ers will be.Thursday on Freeman 
fensively we haven't perfonned, out three times. Goldberg was 0- hits. FieldagainsttheColgateRedRaid-
and they got the hits when they for-4, ·withJour strike QUts.-, . "Everything they hit, hard and ers. The more important test will be 
needed it." -· · "Sometimes we expect more soft, fell in," Valesente said;· . this weekend when IC travels to 
IC added to the margin of vie- from him [Co.eman] and ·we forget There were some highlights for. Rensselaer· for its final EAA chal-
tory when Vic Leon reached on an . - iha~ heis.hllffl.8D~ Whellheh~J$-.34() the Bombers despite theonslaught lenge. . . 
error in the founh. The leftfielder or .350jt~$~he'$inaslump," SCQtiTh~ult(l-for-3,threeR'.BI) The Bombers ;ire 8-0 in the 
[Leon is usually the shortstop] stole - battirig -~ Fiank:Fazio:'Satd. · - and .Gqfoman (3--Jor-4 •. -d.!ree RBI) league- and a successful weekend 
second, and scored on a wild pitch,' ·"- . .- Qth(:r._Bo~bers bavf'pic~ up homered, and Geller (3-for-4) should assure a top seeding for the 
and throwing error f°!om -~il~~er wh~\tg~fpower~ru~is- ~je~le{t doubl«t'"in-the losing~ ...... : . regional playoffs. 
--·.:Faulkner's squ3d.;,~enginCers>Wiri/~ver RPI 
. •• t"., • ..; ,c ...... ·•.: •• , ~:- ·, l :- .:"'_:·.1-:. ~ .... J" :.· ... :· ~ ';JO ..... 
By Dickon Geddes . :k-··: 
Coming to the end of the.regular 
-- season, the men's tennis team have 
played both hot and cold. Monday 
was a day when they were y!?_ry ho_t 
! MEN'S TENNIS. 
The Bombers p~yed a team that 
· · they had never competed against in 
· regular season play before. ·Head 
coach Tim Faulkner· said he knew 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
[RPI] was strong, but exac~y how 
strong he was not quite sure-of. 
The Bombers came away.with a 
5-4 victory. Fa~er said he was 
delighted with Ith~.ca's p~rfor-
mance, "That was ihe bes(µiaich 
the.team has played this season: 
They went into it totally prepared 
mentally, and it was a super result" 
- )ll:ia~ -won four of six smgies, 
ana "then the number two doubles 
pair·of Eric" Norahoff·Aftd-.-Eric 
Simpson w.rnpped up the victory 
with a three-set wiri, 4.:.6, 6-4;6;.3. 
"Those two'played vefy·welli" 
Faulkner said. "I was· especially 
pleasedwithEricNordhoffbecau~ 
he won the key points ibat had to be 
won if they were to win." 
According to Faulkner, .Oav:e 
Saxe,- the opponent who played 
. l~'s nurobernne Eric Simpson Gruber said he was also pleased mance." 
. in.singles;· '~would prQbably be the ,·with his.-performance. "I thought I Up Next 
toughestplayeithatSimpson plays. played well. I--concenttated··'ii,''lot Th~_ij(!lp~ _Athletic Associa-
" all season/' $1Jnpson-16st 612;·6.:.0. harder, and that certainly wo~ed." tion [EMJChampionshipsareilµs 
•- ·· Simpson ;~d h~')1!d ~of play he said. ·: ~- · · weekend, and,.Fm$ner said that 
.v~ w~IH~ ~ $.{ngles g~1- ':I just Gruber ~g that. ~e ':O.nditjQns how far Ithaca will get, depends.on 
, coul.cJ:nptseem,todoa!)ythipgtjghi," were very tough, and he believed the draw. ~- ·-
Simpsot1. ~d. '.'It ce•ly wasn't that the key to his victory .was the Players number one and two, 
the best perfonnance that 1 haYe fact that he handled ·the -trouble- are in the ·'A'·-category, players 
··turned in.rt .. ,, ,· ·. ·. -,- 7 · somewindbetterthenhisopponent three and four are in the 'B' cat-
.. ·. Faulkiler said he was delighted ... did. -egofy and players five ·and six will 
wi~ the"_perforriiance ~f Cary The number six singles player be in the 'C' categozy. 
· Gruber, who won 7-5.-6~3. "I Breit ~ohen.also had pic~ed up a · "It all depends as to who the 
. tpo.µght ~e pl?yed .very .weJ.J..in his victory.Hewon6-4,6-2. "I thought - players in the 'B' and 'C' category 
.singles.match;and he was.totally that was my best performance of getdrawnagainsi/"Faulknersaid. 
committed, which was good to see," the season," ·Cohen said. Faulkner "If they get a nice draw, we could 











t/Much More .. .,~ 
ACT NOW FOR BEST VALUE 
IN 2, 3, 4 BEDROOMS FOR 
JUNE OR AUGUST.-· 
PLENTIFUL FREE PARKING, 
FIVE - MINUTE WALK TO ~AMPUS 
277-1221 to·Tour · 
-- .... -~ 
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canSports BY THE- NUMBERS 
THE I-THACAN-27 
Com~iled by Scott D. Matthews 
and Scott·L. Matson 
BOMBER-SCOREBOARD TEAM OE. 
THE WEEK 
THE-WEEK AHEAD 
· April 16-April 22 April 23-April 29 
Baseball (19:t 8-Q EM> 
April 17 
Ithaca at Utica, ppd. 
April 18 
Ithaca 7, Hamilton 3 
April 20 
Mansfl81d 17, Ithaca 8 
April21 




Ithaca 7, Hamilton 6 
Men's Outdoor Track 
April 17-18 
at SUNY Albany Invitational 
April 22 
vs. SUNY Binghamton and Hamilton 
women'• Outdoor Track 
April 17-18 
at SUNY Albany Invitational 
April 22 
Aprll 23 Crew vs. Williams w/ Massachusetts 
Baseball vs. Colgate 1 p.m. 
3:30p.m. 
Baseball at Rensselaer (2) 
Women's Lacrosse vs. Hartwick 2p.m. 
3:30p.m. 
Men's Lacrosse at Alfred 
Women's Track at Penn Relays 2p.m. 
12p.m. 
Aprll 26 
~prll 24 Softball vs. SUNY Buffalo (2) 
Men's Tennis - EAA Championships at 4p.m. 
Rensselaer 
9am. Baseball at Hartwick (2) 
1 p.m. 
Golf at Elmira Invitational 
Ithaca va. Eastern Connectia.it, ppd. 
vs. SUNY Binghamton and Hamilton 
11 a.m. Golf at Hartwick Invitational 
2p.m. 
April 21 
Ithaca 3, LeMoyne 2 
LeMoyne 4, Ithaca 1 
Meo'• Ieaol• (§-2) 
April20 
Ithaca 5, Rensselaer 4 
April 21 
Ithaca vs. Oneonta, ppd. 
April 22 
Ithaca 7, RIT 2 
Mm'• t,,cro111 <9:1. 3:1 EAAI 
April 18 
Hartwick 14, Ithaca 12 
Women's Lacro11, 13:8) 
April 18 
St Lawrence 7, Ithaca 6 
BASEBALL 
Ithaca 6, Cortland o (April 21) 
Ithaca 001120 101 -6 
Cortland 000 000 000 - O 
Women'• Varsity Crew U·ll 
April 18 
Temple 6:58.8, Ithaca 7:03.5, 
Rhode Island 7:03.9, Delaware 7:11.0 
Men'• Lightweight Crew U 0:9) 
April 18 
Ithaca 8:10.2, St. Joseph's 6:10.8, 
Drexel 6:13.8, Rhode Island 6:19.2, 
Villanova 6:52 
Men's Heawwefab• crew <H> 
April 18 
Temple 5:54.8, Ithaca 6:05.3, 
Delaware 6:10.2, Drexel 6:19.3 
Golf(3::Z\ 
April 16 
Ithaca at Skidmore, ppd. 
Apnl22 
Ithaca at Hobart with Elmira (late) 
Santora and Shelsy; Earl, Funk (9) and 
O'Connell 
W- Santora, 5-1. L- Earl, 3-4 
Special to the Ithacan/ Pat Reynolds 
Head coach Dan Robinson and the 
Ithaca College Crew 
The Bombs crew accompll•hed 
a mllHtoneovartheweekend In Phila-
delphia. The rower• broke an eight• 
year atranglehokl that Temple Unl-
veralty had on the Murphy Cup over-
an polnta championship. The victory 
required atrong performances from 
each of the Bombera' boata. 
Thewomen'a varaltycrew, now7-
1 on the Na•on, finished aecond 
only to Temple white beating two other 
schools. 
The men's lightweight crew, a per-
fect 10-0 thl• year, finished flr•t out 
offlve school•, beating second place 
St. Joseph's by only eight-tenths of a 
second. 
Themen'a heavyweight crew was 
second In Its race. They came In be-
hind Temple. 
Aprll 25 Aprll 27 




Women's Lacrosse vs. SUNY Women's Lacrosse vs. Rochester 
Oneonta 6p.m. 
1p.m. 
Baseball at SUNY Oneonta 
Softball vs. SUNY Brockport 3:30p.m. 
2p.m. 
Aprll29 
Women's Track at Hartwick lnvita- Softball vs. Edinboro (2) 
lional 3p.m. 
10a.m. 
_ _, On the Air _ 
This week's schedule of sports broadcasts on 92- WICB and 106-VIC Radio · 
. . . - . ' 
. . !Baseball Woroeo:a L.s,crossa 
April 23-WICB. VIC Aprll 2S.: VIC 
Ith~ .vs. Colgate Ithaca vs. SUNY Oneonta 
(3:20 p.m.) (12:50 p.m.) 
Men's l,,acCQssi: 
Aprll 25-WICB 
Ithaca at Allred 
(1:50 p.m.) 
Sof.1hall . 
April 26- SUNY Buffalo 
Ithaca vs. SUNV Buffalo(1st game 
(3:SOp.m.) 
singles, apartments and new hall 
-~-WAIT LIST APPLICATIONS 
for Fall 1992 
Available at the OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE 
from WEDNESDAY, April 22 at 8:30 a.m. 
·, ... -._ 
?·: • : _ __ \ .• 
>: ;_.;;: _!.· 
·--~-~ 
~.' : : 
to FRIDAY, April 24 at s:oo p.m~ 
0 PRIORITY DETERMINED BY LOTTERY NUMBER 
0 ALL APPLICATIONS RECEIVED BY 
. THE OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE AFTER APRIL 24TH WILL BE 
ADDED TO THE LIST IN THE ORDER THEY ARE RECEIVED. 
::_i APPLICATIONS RECEIVED PRIOR TO APRIL 22ND ARE 
NOW NULL AND VOID. 
'\.ID'·S 'RE.QUl·REO':TO:·--suB:MlT.APPLICATIONS .. 
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Track and field squad battles 
cold and competitiQn _ 
Sei/enteen-game win streak 
· ends for' .men's lacrosse team 
. . , ... p~g-~ 25 -. 
· Men's-tennis team earns 'fifth 
straight victory 
... page 26 
... page 24 
The Ithacan 
Page28 . April 23, 1992 
Tb_e windup, and the pitch 
1 
E.ight is en.oug-h 
, _,_ - ~ . 
Crew ends Temple's Murphy Cup reign 
By Dave Halperin 
For the last eight years.-thelthaca 
crew· team · has traveled to the· 
Murphy Cup in Philadelphia, ~-. 
and each· time Temple University 
had come out on top. 
CREW 
Temple's streak.came to an end· 
Saturday. when Ithaca shocked the 
Owl crew to take its first ever 
MurphyCupPointTrophy,awarded 
to the school with the best finishes 
overall. · 
According to head coach Dan 
Robinson, in these types of compe-
tition, it is the tendency to judge a 
team's performance .. boat by boat." 
But Robinson did not hide his satis-
faction of claiming the points tro-
phy. 
"It's a great feeling with every-
one doing well," Robinson said. 
"We went against teams from what 
istraditionallv the best region in thr-
nation, and depth-wise we took it to 
them.". 
· As in the men's varsity heavy-
weight race, the women were able 
to row ahead of two of .the three 
boats that made up their competi-
tion. The Owls. however. provided 
a tougher challenge, beating Ithaca 
by 4.7 seconds. Temple's fu:ne was 
6:58.8, -while Ithaca followed in 
7:03.5. 
"It's a great feeling with 
everyone doing well. We 
went against teams from 
what is traditionally the 
best region in the na-
tion, and depth-wise, we 
took it to them." · 
- Head coach Dan Robinson 
Perhaps the inost exciting race · 
of the day belonged to the men's 
. varsity lightweight crew boaL Com-
ingintotheMurphyCup,theBomb-
ers • entry into this race had sup-
plied their teammates and fans with 
two straight comeback wins. By the 
end of the race, they would make it 
three in a row. 
The Bombers started out ahead 
of St Joseph's, but fell behind 
quickly. Slowly, the Bombers be-
gan to shorten thedistmce·between 
themselves and the lead boat. 
Senior rower Patrick Hopkins 
said, ''Wereallystanedto bear down 
and pull things together. The cox-
swain [Jo Bailey] kept yelling and 
then we took-them." 
The race was so close that the 
TheBomberstoppedboatsfrom Bombers passed St Joseph's boat 
Rhode Island and Delaware. The with two strokes to go, forging vie~ 
Rams came in on Ithaca's tail, just tory by six tenths of a second. 
four-tenths of a second behind the Robinson was especially impressed 
Bomber boat. Delaware finished with the lightweights. "Hat's off to 
last with a time of 7: 11. these 'lJIY~-'.' he said. "It's really 
Despite not beating Temple, the tough to come from behind." 
women seemed delighted with the. The final times showed the 
day's outcome, perhaps because of Bombers finishing in 6: 10.2. Drexel 
the overall team performance. Jen- was third at 6: 13.8. Rhode Island 
nifer Satnick said, "We had a good finished in 6: 19.2, and- Villanova 
race and we were really, reaJly ex- was well back of the pack with a 
cited to win the point trophy." time of 6:52. 
f ~- .... : ·:.;,:.. ':¥,.~ ~ ::_~·:,~--~·, >~ ;-~·:,t :: .: 
The men's varsity heavyweight 
did its part for the team victory. 
That boat finished second in its race 
with a time of 6:05.3. Temple's 
heavyweight boat managed to main-
tain its superiority by def eating the 
· Bombers'boatbyllseconds.Dela-
ware and Drexel followed with 
times of 6:10.2 and 6:19.3, respec-
tively. 
For the women's races on the The Bombers travel to Williams 
whole, the junior varsity eight and . College next week: for a meet with 
thewomeil'sfreshmennoviceeight the host school and the University 
made the difference for the Bomb- of Massachusetts. 
Ithacan/ Christopher Burk~ 
Mike Santora delivers a pitch during hhaca's 6-0 win over 
(;ortland on Tuesday. See related story on page 26 ers by earning first place. 
Men's tennis-team wins fifth straight, smasJ}es RIT 7-2 
By Dickon Geddes . 
Wednesday's victory was theperfecttonic 
for the men's tennis team, as they now enter 
post season play. Head coach Tim Faulkner's 
squad defeated Rochester Institute of Tech-
nology [RIT] by a score of 7-2. After only 
one day of rest, the Bombers came back to 
win their fifth straight. 
MEN'S TENNIS 
"The kids were a little tired after their 
great victory on Monday," Faulkner said.· 
"Butwehavekeptthemomentumofwinning 
going, which is nice for the EAA •s [Empire 
Athletic ~iation championships]." 
Faulkner was very pleased with the per-
formance of both Cary Gruber and Kyle 
Schermerhom's singles and doubles play. 
"They both played very well in singles 
and also very well together in the number one 
doubles spot," Faulkner said. Gruber won 6-
1, 6-0in his singles match, and Schermerhorn 
was also victorious in singles, 6-2, 6-1. 
The two losses for Ithaca were the number 
one and two singles players, Eric Simpson 
and Jamie Kreitzman. 
''These two players came up against some 
tough opponents. And these opponents played 
very well against them," Faulkner said. 
Eric Nordhoff won again today by a score 
of7-6,6-0. With this win.Nordhoff has now 
won his last six singles matches. "I thought 
that I did not play very well in the first set, but 
in the second set I thought I played much 
better," he said after t,he game. 
The strangest game that took place hap-
pened between IC's Brett Cohen and RIT's 
Rob Guarrieri. Cohen won the first set 6-2. 
He then suddenly took a turn for the worse. 
He lost the second set 2-6, and was 3-1 down 
in the third set. 
However, Guarrieri, who was diving 
around the court as though they were playing 
on grass, dove once too often. He injured pis 
ribs, and Cohen took full advantage by win-
ning the next five games, and so took the 
match by 6-3 in the final set. 
''That was certainly a strange game. How-
ever, 1 just knew that I had to keepconcenttat-
ing, and not worry abouthis injury too much," 
Cohen said. 
FaulknersaidthatCohen"didwhathehad 
to do, and not get too distracted by the un-
usual events." _ ' Ithacan/ Rena·M. OiFllipjJO Brett Cohen returns _a shot against RIT 
·Laxmen's loss creates first-place logjam-
By Scott D. Matthews first place in the Empire Athletic likely that each team will lose. The -the Division ill national rankings: ing a diff~nt position is not that 
Stop the presses. the Bomber Association (EAA). Now. the top leaderswillhaveachancetoelimi- but not sttong enough to win the uncommon, but throwing with a 
men's lacrosse-team has actually of the EAA .standings board is a nate each other head to head, start- league tide. different ann is. 
lost a ganie. crowded place. ClarksonandAlfred ing on Satur~y. when Ithaca trav- • Leon, who is bothered by 3 sore 
are tied at4-l, while the Bombers els to Alfred. And some think switch-hitting right shoulder, threw with his Iefi INTHE 
BOMB SIGHT 
and Hartwick are deadlocked at 3- Next Tuesday. Clarkson will is tough. Vic Leon went one better ann against the Red Dragons. :The 
1. Each team will play six league play its final game at Hartwick. at Cortland on Tuesday. switch didn't seem to bother'him 
games. . · Hartwick will play its other league The baseball team's regular that much. Leon made se\'.eral 
· Jthaca'slosstoHartwickonSat- Every game from here on out contestagainstSt.Lawrence,ateam shortstop, Leon played left field catcheswithease,andhisthrowing 
~ycostlthacasolepossessionof becomes sudden ~th. It is un- · good enough to be ranked 19th in -againstCortlandonTuesday.Play- was more than adequate ...... · 
, · .,·. 
, ' 
